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DANCING APPROVED

Photography by Tim Riethmiller

In landmark decision,
Taylor Board of
Trustees allows for
school dances
Jon Stroshine
News Editor

For Taylor students, dancing has long been
reserved for Airband and weddings. Now,
it’s coming to Upland, possibly as soon as
this semester.
At their meeting in Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., on Feb. 13-15, the Taylor Board of
Trustees approved a change to the Life
Together Covenant which allows for

university-sponsored dances.
The language of the LTC has already been
changed and will be updated on Taylor’s
website and other locations within the next
several weeks, according to Taylor Dean of
Students Skip Trudeau and Vice President
of Enrollment Management and Marketing
Steve Mortland.
The move was made in order to provide another form of getting students together to enhance community, according
to Mortland.
“Things that our students respond to
best are these large, campus-wide, unique
experiences,” Mortland said. “We really
are trying to continue to find ways to get
students from across campus in face-toface relationships.”
Trudeau said the first school dance could

be as early as this semester, but will most
likely be this fall.
Senior Catherine Hutchins spent a semester in Ecuador, where dancing was a
more acceptable part of social life, and is
excited to see that attitude come to Taylor.
“It was so much fun, getting to do that
with your friends, and hang out and learn
a new skill together,” Hutchins said. “I think
that’s really cool that we can do that now . . .
I think it opens up a lot of different doors.”
The Board also moved to increase the
overall cost of attending Taylor by 2.5 percent, or $896, for the 2013-14 school year as
compared to this year.
That includes a 2.38 percent increase in
tuition, as well as a 2.98 percent increase in
room and board.
“Any increase is probably considered to

some degree tough, but with the rising
costs, we’re really pleased with that,” Mortland said.
Last year’s cost increase was also 2.5 percent, and although keeping the price jump
to 2.5 percent is not set in stone, it is a goal
for Taylor, according to Mortland.
Mortland noted that last year, the average cost increase among the 13 schools in
the Christian College Consortium, a group
of which Taylor is a member, was more than
4 percent.
Another resolution approved by the
board was the name of Taylor’s new dormitory: Breuninger Hall.
The building, which is set to be completed by Aug. 1 and house students next school
Continued on page 2

Do you think it was the right
decision for the Taylor Board
to lift dancing restrictions?

Infograph by Jared Rauh

According to The Echo Facebook
Poll taken on Feb. 21

“We don’t really know what to do with our culture, we don’t
know if it’s right or if it’s wrong, and ultimately what we need
to do is restore it to how God created it,
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Tearful ex-congressman Jesse
Jackson Jr. admits fraud
reuters.com

Services lay out sweeping stateby-state spending cuts
usatoday.com

Obama Immigration Reform:
Leaked Draft Of Bill Sets
8-Year Path To Residency
huffingtonpost.com

Meteorite fragments spark
‘gold rush’ in Russia
foxnews.com

Hacking Victims Edge Into Light
nytimes.com

SBP

Board meeting continued
year, will take its name from Ruth Ann Breuninger, a Taylor Christian Education professor who started the Lighthouse program
before retiring in 1975.
Construction crews have now put plastic
sheets up to protect their work from winter weather, which should allow for a more
constant work flow, according to Dean of
Students Skip Trudeau.
“We’re a little ahead (of) schedule on some
aspects and behind schedule (on others),
but that’s winter in Indiana,” Trudeau said.
Trudeau noted that the dorm needs to be
finished by August because Taylor’s Fairlane
apartment complex is currently slated to be
unavailable for student housing next year
due to issues with mold infestation.
Another building project discussed at the
board meeting was the new campus center.
While no formal action was taken regarding the new structure, the board heard the
fundraising message composed largely by
Vice President for Advancement Ben Sells
and the Taylor development team, according to Trudeau.

Jake Owens
Junior
Marketing

SBVP
Brianna Leever
Junior
Political Science & Developmental
Economics; Minor in Mathematics

SBP

Gordon Helmke
Junior
Photography
SBVP
Noelle Smith
Junior
Political Science

SBVP
Chandler Birch
Junior
Professional Writing

SBP

Rachel Kulaga
Junior
Corporate Communications

SBVP
Lauren Harvey
Junior
Corporate Communications; Minor in
Biblical Studies & Public Relations

“Things that our students respond to
best are these large, campus-wide
unique experiences. . . . We really
are trying to continue to find ways
to get students from across campus
in face-to-face relationships.”
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—Steve Mortland

The project itself and the process of
raising the funds were already approved,
Trudeau said. Now Taylor is looking to raise
the money.
Trudeau, Mortland and Sells, along with
President Eugene Habecker, Provost Jeff
Mosier, Vice President for Business Administration Ron Sutherland and Vice President
for Finance Stephen Olson represented Taylor’s faculty at the meetings.
The 20-25 board members come from all
different walks of life, according to Mortland, and range in ages from approximately
early 30s to late 60s.
“The board is trying to reflect . . . what our
values are, our commitment to the mosaic,
to having really good, wise counsel as we go
through this process,” Mortland said.
The board elects new members periodically as the need arises in order to keep itself going.
Though only the Board can alter a foundational Taylor document like the Life
Together Covenant or school mission statement, it takes a fair amount of input from
school faculty, according to Trudeau.
“It’s a very hand-in hand, collaborative,
cooperative kind of thing,” Trudeau said.
“It’s not like they develop policy and then
heavy-handedly . . . pass those out.”

Student body president candidates off to the races
Erika Norton
Contributor

The 2013 student body presidential race has
officially begun at Taylor.
The four candidates and their vice presidential running mates have started their
campaigns, trying to win the votes of students across campus.
The four campaigns running for office
include: Gordon Helmke and Noelle Smith,
Rachel Kulaga and Chandler Birch, Brianna
Leever and Jake Owens and Melvin Susanto
and Lauren Harvey.
The coveted role of student body president (SBP) is one of the most influential student roles on campus.
According to the Taylor website, “The
office of the student body president and
the Chief of Staff provide student leadership, vision, and support to the Taylor Student Organization (TSO) and work closely
with administration.”
Aaron Milauskas, current SBP, said, “The
two main responsibilities I have as SBP involve leading that executive cabinet, made
up of all the different presidents of the

Leadership conference seeks
to promote culture renewal
Lyons to headline speakers
for this year’s edition
of National Student
Leadership Conference
Noelle Smith
Contributor

More than 500 people are currently attending the National Student Leadership Conference (NSLC) hosted annually by Taylor.
The theme this year is Mission: Restoration, Submerged in Culture-Anchored
in Christ.
“We don’t really know what to do with our
culture, we don’t know if it’s right or if it’s
wrong, and ultimately what we need to do

SBP

Melvin Susanto
Junior
Biology/ Pre-med

is restore it to how God created it,” said senior Heidi Tyner, President of Leadership
Programs.
NSLC underwent multiple changes this
year, and budget cuts presented the greatest
challenge to cabinet members. NSLC cabinet tried to save money in a variety of ways.
“We have done everything to avoid error,
such as misspellings on name tags and clean
up the registration process,” Tyner said.
Tyner introduced online registration to
help make the conference more efficient.
The cabinet is also easy to find throughout
the events, wearing blue button down shirts
and nametags.
The theme of Mission: Restoration was
taken from “The Next Christian,” a book by
this year’s keynote speaker Gabe Lyons.

groups, and also representing the student
body to the administration, providing student input on different issues that are going on.”
Milauskas enjoys the aspect of encouraging and investing in the different programs
each group is working on.

“At the heart of it, it comes
from a passion for Taylor. My
experiences have been good
and bad with Taylor, and
I really want to facilitate
those good experiences that
I’ve had for other people,”
—Brianna Leever

Each candidate has certain things they
would like to accomplish and different reasons for running for office.
“One of the misconceptions that comes
with the role is being SBP means that you’re
going to change five or six big, influential
things that have a direct impact on students’
lives. To some extent, we do have the power

“We (NSLC cabinet) read Gabe Lyons’ book
and we talked about the main lessons that
we learned; what we thought our school, nation, our demographic was most in need of
and from there we came up with the idea
of Restoration,” said Tyner.
Sophomore Stephen Herman, a NSLC cabinet member, aims to see Restoration defined. “I would like to see each and every
conferee have an understanding of not only
what it means to ‘restore’ but also practical
ways they, personally, can restore the world
around them.”
Tyner and Herman worked hard to bring
in speakers who are just as passionate to
come speak. Both the keynote and the workshop speakers will focus their lectures on
an area in which they have seen or experienced Restoration.
“The speakers are full of wisdom, gifted
and incredible people. They live true lives
and have many lessons to pass on to listening ears and open hearts,” said Herman.

and the ability to work on a couple things
throughout the year and make some of
those changes, but a large amount of our
responsibility is also leading those counter-presidents and the work that they’re doing,” Milauskas said.
One reason many of the candidates are
running is because of their love for Taylor.
“At the heart of it, it comes from a passion
for Taylor. My experiences have been good
and bad with Taylor, and I really want to facilitate those good experiences that I’ve had
for other people,” SBP candidate Leever said,
One idea she and running mate Jake Owens have is to create a “ride-finder” to make
it easier for students to find rides to church.
Melvin Susanto and Lauren Harvey are
focused on bridging gaps.
“We just love the fact that Taylor’s huge
point is community, but if you look at Taylor,
there are a lot of different pockets of community,” SBP candidate Susanto said. “What
we want to be known for being the people
building bridges across those different communities and linking them up together.”
One thing Susanto wants to tackle is the
problem of poor athletic event attendance.

Tyner is excited about the diversity of the
presenters and attendees. Presenters of different ethnicities, genders and walk of life
will teach students from all areas of campus.
“We were just really passionate about
what we could do to get a ton of people
here to experience this with us,” said Tyner.
The NSLC Cabinet has prepared to make
this conference an opportunity for students
to grow in their leadership skills and in their
relationship with the Lord. The ultimate
goal is to glorify God through learning and
understanding leadership better according
to Tyner.
The conference is still open to the public,
even those who have not registered. Workshop tickets are on sale for $5 at the door
and will take place in various locations at 11
a.m., 12 p.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. today.
“Come ready to take notes, ask questions
and pursue friendships with our remarkable
speakers,” said Herman.

“We want the TSO groups to work with
the athletic department to help increase
those programs.”
SBP candidate Helmke said students
should vote for him and Smith because they
are fun and easy to get along with.
“I think people should vote for Noelle and
I because we’re really serious about leading
Taylor’s campus in a correct way.” Helmke
said. “We have lot’s of fun ideas that would
help the community here and even globally.”
Helmke and Smith are also hoping to create an open time where students can come
and talk to them so they can hear their opinions and thoughts.
Some ideas SBP candidate Kulaga has include changing the current library hours.
“I have gone my college career without a
laptop, so I use the library all the time,” Kulaga said. “I would like to see some hours
adjusted to better fit students’ academic needs.”
When Kulaga considered where to plug
in this year, she said she took the process
very seriously. “SBP was the place where I
saw my skills and my ideas being utilized
best,” she said.

Correction
Last week, the headline for an article on
page A1 read “Special Ed basketball tourney
sees participation increase.” It should have
read “Special Olympics basketball tourney
sees participation increase.”
Other errors from that article include:
Twenty-four teams participated in last
year’s tournament, and 31 teams participated this year.
Each team has 8-12 athletes, not “approximately five.”
The tournament featured five skill levels,
not three.
Last year a coach did swear to a referee, but an event organizer believes he was
not ejected.
The first and last worker shifts were from
8-12:45 and 4:15-8:45, not 8-12, and 5-7:45.
We regret the errors.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

GODSPELL, 8 p.m., Mitchell
Theatre
NOSTALGIA NIGHT, 8:15
p.m., Rediger Auditorium

GODSPELL, 8 p.m., Mitchell
Theatre

GODSPELL, 2 p.m., Mitchell
Theatre

SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEK
CHAPEL, 10 a.m., Rediger
Auditorium
LIGHTHOUSE SHARING
SESSIONS, 7 p.m., MMVA
002

LIGHTHOUSE SHARING
SESSIONS, 7 p.m., MMVA
002

100 DAYS ‘TIL THE
TASSEL TURNS (SENIOR
EVENT), 6 p.m., Alspaugh
East

SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEK
EVENT, 6:30 p.m., Rediger
Auditorium

LOCAL

“My first reaction was shock. Then, I felt like it was wise
of him. I believe it is an act of humility to accept one’s
limitations due to advanced age and ill health.”
Papal decision affects local churches
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Donuts with
attitude

New bakery opens in Gas City
Kacey Heinlein
Contributor

Donut Divas opened its doors in Gas City
Feb. 11 to welcome fans of sugary treats
with lots of attitude, according to owners
Linda Sparks and Sierra Pfaff. The motherdaughter business duo starting preparing
to open the store in November.
“We’re a southern family, so we love to
cook, but we got this idea from a relative’s
wedding,” Pfaff said. Inspired by the goodies
they saw there, the ideas started flowing.
“We thought, you know, we can do that, so
we thought, ‘Let’s try it.’”
“They’re not your normal donuts,” Pfaff
said. “You can’t get them just anywhere.
They’re little divas themselves.”
The shop offers a variety of choices but
also specialized treats which only appear
occasionally. On Valentine’s Day, they
offered chocolate-covered strawberries
and specially-decorated donuts. They plan
to offer flavors of the month and special
seasonal and holiday varieties, as well.
“We’re starting to do donut cake pops.
Pfaff said. “We haven’t actually rolled them
out yet, but they’re coming.” Pfaff said.
Overall, the response from the community
has been positive. “Gas City has been very

welcoming,” Pfaff said. “We’re involved with
the chamber here, and they’ve gone out of
their way to help make us successful, which
is wonderful.”
Pfaff included they’ve already had visitors
from Taylor.
“We’ve had a lot of Taylor students, which
we appreciate. We have a group of girls who
come in on the way to their practicum on
Saturdays. We have a lot of Taylor faculty
that come by, too, and they’re always
welcome.” Pfaff said.
Even in the present economy, good things
have happened for the donut-making duo.
“We took a couple of years to think if this

was something we wanted to do or not, but
we decided in November to go ahead and
go through with it,” Pfaff said. “When we
started . . . we said we’ll go as far as God
takes us. If God closes the door, it’s not
meant to be . . . and God provided doors for
us to walk through.”
Donut Divas is located at 1024 Fairview
Dr. in Gas City, roughly 7 miles from campus,
behind McDonald’s. Open 6:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 7 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Saturday. Check out their website
at donutdivas.webs.com or on Facebook.
Find them on Twitter @donut_divas.

Photographs provided by Donut Divas

Donut Divas’ specialties include holiday specials (left)
and donut cake pops (bottom right).

Fire up the chili
Annual Chili Cook-off
and chili supper supports
the- Upland Volunteer
Fire Department
Lexie V. Owen
Staff Writer

Tomorrow, the Upland Volunteer Fire
Department will host its fifth annual chili
cook-off. The event will be held from 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. at the fire department.
Registered contestants will bring their
favorite chili recipes to be taste tested by
three volunteer judges who will decide the
winner. Following the contest, there will be
a chili supper fundraiser. Leftover chili from
the competition will be provided as well as
hot dogs and peanut butter sandwiches.
Supper is $5 for adults and $3 for children
10 and under.
The chili cook-off began five years ago as
a collaborative idea of the Upland Chamber
of Commerce, the Upland Volunteer Fire
Department and the Lion’s Club to raise
funds for Upland’s electronic reader board.
The Chamber wanted an electronic sign
and was looking for a location to put it up to
advertise local events for community nonprofit organizations, said Fire Chief Brian
Holtzleiter. The Upland Fire Department
started a fundraising campaign which
included the chili cook-off. After the first
year, the Chamber encouraged the Fire
Department to make the cook-off an annual
fundraising event.
Since then, between 200 and 400 Upland
community members attend the chili cookoff and supper each year. This number
has often included Taylor students who
either compete in the cook-off or attend
the fundraiser.
“We’ve had one or two Taylor teams over
the years and one team did win a couple of

Papal
decision
affects local
churches

years ago,” said Mike Howard, organizer of
the chili supper.
Holzleiter said he and other members
of the fire department are grateful for the
support of the community. The chili cookoff and supper has funded many items the
department could not afford otherwise.
“We either get equipment with it or
operation equipment so it’s easier on the
taxpayers.” Holzleiter said. “We don’t have
to ask for additional funding.”
The equipment they hope to purchase
this year includes a thermal camera, a
ventilation saw and equipment for the new
fire truck, which will arrive on Wednesday.
The firehouse is located at 105 N. Main
St. about four minutes from campus. The
last official day to register for the event
was Feb. 18, however, the fire department
is accepting late registrations until 3 p.m.
tomorrow. Registration is located at the
Pacesetter Bank on East Berry Avenue.
Entry fees are $10.

Local responses to the
pope’s retirement
Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/ Copy Editor
Pope Benedict XVI announced his decision
to retire from his position as leader of
the Catholic Church on Feb. 28. This
announcement has great significance on
the world and the local church, according
to the website of the Roman Catholic
community of Indianapolis.
The pope led the church for almost eight
years, but cited his advanced age, 85, and
failing strength as reasons for his retirement.
Benedict XVI was the oldest pontiff to be
elected in nearly 300 years when he took his
position at 78. Now he is making headlines
for being the first pope to retire since 1415.
Pope Benedict emphasized to a gathering
of Vatican cardinals that the act of leading
more than a billion Roman Catholics
around the world requires “both strength
of mind and body.”
“My first reaction was shock,” said Rico
Juan, sophomore and practicing Catholic.
“Then, I felt like it was wise of him. I
believe it is an act of humility to accept
one’s limitations due to advanced age and
ill health.”

Photographs provided by Upland Fire Department

The Upland Volunteer Fire Department has been able to buy equipment for their new firetruck through the cook-off.

Weather Forecast
Today’s
UV index for
Upland

Weekly high
and low for
Upland

— Father Thomas Reese

•
South Bend

The nation this week
•
Seattle

High: 39°

•
Indianapolis

Low 25°

Monthly
precipitation
for Upland

Average
2.26˝

•
Salt Lake City

•
New York

•
Evansville

Month-to-date
0.65”

•
Los Angeles
UV Scale
11+
Extreme
8-10 Very high
6-7
High
3-5
Moderate
0-2
Low

•
Atlanta
•
Dallas

Weekly national
high and low
High: 91°
Falfurrias, TX

Low -27°
Crane Lake, MN
Weekly forecast by Farmers’ Almanac

Today

38° | 25°
A.M. Wintry Mix

Saturday
32° | 25°

Mostly Cloudy

Sunday
39° | 28°
Sunny

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

39° | 32°

36° | 30°

34° | 28°

Thursday
35° | 27°

60% chance of precip.

10% chance of precip.

0% chance of rain

20% chance of rain

Mostly Cloudy

Rain / Snow Showers

Few Snow Showers
30% chance of snow

30% chance of precip.

Waxing Gibbous

Waxing Gibbous

Waxing Gibbous

Full Moon

Waning Gibbous

Waning Gibbous

Waning Gibbous

40% chance of precip.

“What we really need is someone
who can deal with the problems
of the church, which are in
Europe and the United States, so
I think that argument is going to
go on during the conclave.”

Few Snow Showers

With the time of his abdication swiftly
approaching, people are beginning to
wonder who will be the next pope. Father
Thomas Reese, a Jesuit priest and author of
the book “Inside the Vatican: The Politics
and Organization of the Catholic Church,”
told National Public Radio that he believes
the next pope could come from Africa.
“What we really need is someone who
can deal with the problems of the church,
which are in Europe and the United States,
so I think that argument is going to go on
during the conclave.” said Reese.
However, there has been much
speculation about whether or not
an American cardinal would even be
considered appropriate due America’s
superpower status and previous sex
scandals within the church, according to
the Associated Press.
“Probably whoever comes in will be just
as conservative so I don’t see much change
coming to the local church,” said Roger
Ringenberg, Associate Professor of Biblical
Studies. He believes that the majority of
the cardinals would not run things much
differently than Benedict XVI.
Under current church law, a new pope
will be named anywhere from 15 to 20
days after the end of the previous pope’s
abdication according to the Washington
Post. But until then, the Catholic Church
will be without a leader.
“I do not have a personal preference
(who the next pope is). I just hope to have
a Pope as wise and blessed as the last one.”
Juan said.
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From the
horse’s
mouth
to ours

Claire Hadley
World Editor

Scandal spread from the U.K. to the rest
of Europe after horse meat disguised as
beef was found in grocery stores across
the continent.
Already a trend has appeared as a fifth of
European consumers are buying less meat,
according to a poll conducted by Consumer Intelligence research company, reported the Huffington Post. DNA tests show
horse-tainted beef has made its way into
stores in 13 European Union nations, reported Voice of America.
Cries for tighter regulation of Europe’s
complex food supply chain are being made
as stores, schools and hospitals are removing meat from their menus.
Concerns about the correctness of food
labels have now been raised, as products
labeled as beef were actually tinted with as
much as 100 percent horse meat, according
to The New York Times. Sixty-five percent
of poll respondents said that, as a result of
the panic, they now trust food labels less,
the Huffington Post reported.
“(Brands) will have to put in place really
stringent ways of checking that what’s being
delivered and what’s on the label is indeed

what’s in there,” said Consumer Intelligences spokesman David Black, according to the
Huffington Post.
Europol, the EU’s police agency, has begun a Europe-wide investigation to find the
root of the fraud. In recent developments,
three men were arrested in England and
Wales and are now facing accusations of
disguising cheap horse meat as frozen beef.
Lidl, a German-based company, pulled
products from its Sweden and Finland
branches as a precaution but later reported that the items did indeed contain horse
meat, according to Market Watch. Various
other European companies, including Burger King, have begun implementing plans to
recall certain products.
Questions have been asked about why
the public is reacting in such a drastic way,
since no illnesses have been reported from
ingesting horse meat. Many European governments have stressed that the filler poses little, if any, health risk. One risk that has
not been properly identified is that traces of
a painkiller given to racehorses have been
found in some meat samples. The painkiller
is banned from human consumption, Huffington Post reported.
In America and Europe, horses are mostly viewed as calm, gentle companions like
Black Beauty and Secretariat. This is not the
opinion in other areas of the world. China is
the world’s biggest consumer of horse meat,
according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Kazakhstan, Russia, Mexico, Argentina and Japan
are also top consumers.
Horse meat is for sale in select butcher
shops in France and the Netherlands, labeled for what it actually is. It is by far not

The UK horse meat scandal has now
spread to the rest of Europe
From the horse’s mouth to ours
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Hilarious
Headlines
Claire Hadley
World Editor

Naked Art
Vienna museum goers left their coats at
the coat check, along with everything
else they were wearing, except for shoes
and socks, according to the Associated
Press. 60 art lovers congregated for an after-hours showing of the “Nude Men from
1800 to Today” exhibit at the prestigious
Leopold museum.

Birds of the Feather

European consumers are concerned the beef they eat is mostly horse meat.

their largest grossing item, but it is popular
in select groups of food connoisseurs.
But horse meat is not the only controversial meat on the market. A popular meal in
Japan is whale meat, which is sold for about
$10 a serving. In is even served to schoolchildren as part of their provided lunch in an
effort to introduce them to their own ethnic

foods. But in America, serving whale meat
could result in years in jail, as a chef recently found out, according to the Daily Beast.
The debate over what animals are appropriate to eat or not will continue, but countries feel it is important to define their own
production standards.

Millions of birds have flocked together in
Hopkinsville, Ky., this winter. They blacken the sky every morning, leaving the
ground white, not with snow, but with
layers of bird poop, according to Reuters. The birds are much more mild than
those in the classic Hitchcock movie, “The
Birds,” but the city has still take defensive measures.

Primetime Fireside
New on Norwegian public television is a
program during which a burning fireplace
will be broadcast for 12 straight hours.
During that time firewood specialists will
provide color commentary, expert advice
and other cultural tutoring.

Witch hunting: The
trend is back
A 20-year old woman was
brutally murdered in Papua
New Guinea this month after
being accused of witchcraft.w
Claire Hadley
World Editor

Oscar Pistorius’ running career may be cut short by life in prison.

‘Blade
Runner’
in court
Oscar Pistorius, the famous
double amputee runner from
South Africa, is in custody
after shooting his girlfriend.
Claire Hadley
World Editor

Tyler Smith
Contributer

Oscar Pistorius undergoes hearings to decide if his shooting of Reeva Steenkamp was
premeditated
South African Olympian Oscar Pistorius
faces charges of murder after shooting his
girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp on the morning of Feb. 14.
Pistorius, nicknamed the “Blade Runner”
for his prosthetic legs, has been detained
and is awaiting a determination on whether
he will be released on bail. When case hearings began on Feb. 19, the world watched as
the man who earned a name as a national
hero faced a possible sentence of life in prison for premeditated murder, according to
the Los Angeles Times.

“He had found nothing at
the scene inconsistent with
Pistorius’ account of mistaking
Steenkamp for the burglar...”
–Hilton Botha
Steenkamp, a 30-year-old law school
graduate and reality TV actress, had begun
dating Pistorius in November, according to
CNN. Both had been reported as saying how
much they were looking forward to Valentine’s Day. Anthony Pistorius, the athlete’s
uncle, stated that Oscar Pistorius and Steenkamp were happy in their relationship and
were making plans for the future, according
to a statement released by Oscar Pistorius’
agent on Saturday.
The main issue is whether Pistorius
planned to kill his girlfriend beforehand,
in an act of premeditated murder, or if he
was acting in self-defense in the interests of
himself as well as Steenkamp and inadvertently killed her.
The first day of court deliberations made
it seem there was no chance Pistorius would
be let out on bail. Judge Nair, presiding over
the case, decided that, for the purpose of
the bail hearing, the charge would remain
premeditated murder. According to South
African law, a premeditated murder charge

“requires an accused person to show exceptional circumstances to justify bail,” which,
once cited, made Pistorius’ chances of receiving bail considerably slimmer.
“If I arm myself, walk a distance and murder a person, that is premeditated. The
(bathroom) door is closed,” the prosecutor
said, appearing to establish a strong case for
premeditated murder. “There is no doubt. I
walk seven meters and I kill. The motive is ‘I
want to kill.’” The prosecution claimed that
it did not matter whether it was Steenkamp
or an intruder—as Pistorius claims he believed it was—the action was still premeditated murder.
However, a turn of events occurred
during the second day of bail hearings, as
the defense heavily disputed the testimony
of officer Hilton Botha, who was one of the
first to arrive at the scene.
During the second day of proceedings,
Botha talked about several pieces of evidence. He referenced finding two boxes of
testosterone in Pistorius’ home, which the
defendant disputed.
But Botha’s claims of the evidence were
not accurate. The item was actually an herbal supplement that was “not steroids and
not banned,” leading Botha to admit that
he had not read the label in its entirety and
therefore could not be sure of the contents
of the boxes.
“He had found nothing at the scene inconsistent with Pistorius’ account of mistaking Steenkamp for the burglar . . . . (She)

had no defensive wounds nor were there
any signs of a struggle or an assault,” Botha
also revealed, under cross-examination.
This confession bolstered the defense’s
case of self-defense. In light of the events
of Wednesday, the case was continued until
Thursday morning, and the sports community and South Africa are waiting for further news.
A sudden twist in the case arrived Thursday, with no decision regarding Pistorius’
murder charges or request for bail, but with
the revelation that Botha is facing charges
for seven accounts of attempted murder.
The results of this information have yet to
be seen, but for now, Pistorius’ case will continue today.
One topic that has to be considered in
Pistorius’ trial is the rules of society that
post-apartheid South African crime has
created. As crime rate sky-rocketed, with
incidents such as car-jacking and business
robberies, an unwritten rule developed between the criminals and the public. The rule,
known to all South Africans, is understood
that criminals can break into homes and
unfortunately, do whatever they want, but
if they come near or into the bedroom, the
general public will be armed and will shoot
them in self-defense.
The tragic case of Steenkamp’s death
and the trial of South Africa’s hero will not
reach the courtroom as a full trial for several months.

USA

Flames engulfed JJ’s
restaurant in Kansas City on
Tuesday after a natural gas
explosion, which was thought
to have originated inside the
building. Fifteen people were
taken to the hospital and are
in semi-stable condition, but
the remains of one woman
were found, according to Fox
Sports Kansas City. A contractor had been drilling into
the ground near by about
an hour before the blast
and struck a 2-inch gas pipe,
which later exploded, according to the Associated Press.

Kepari Leniata’s mob murder in Papua New
Guinea last month has drawn international attention
Kepari Leniata, a 20-year-old mother in
Papua New Guinea, was brutally murdered
earlier this month. Leniata was accused of
using witchcraft by relatives of a six-yearold boy who had died in a hospital after
complaining of severe stomach pain.
Dragged by a mob to the village square
and stripped of her clothes, Leniata was
tortured with a hot iron rod until she supposedly confessed to having been involved
in sorcery, but the Daily Mail reported the
villagers’ claims of her confession are not
trustworthy.
But a confession wasn’t enough for the
crowd, who then drenched her in gasoline
and set her on fire, throwing her burning
body on a pile of trash in front of hundreds
of people.

More than 100 people were
arrested and held for
“intensive questioning”
–Martin Lakari
Leniata was accused by Janet Ware, 28,
and Andrew Watea, 33, who are believed to
be the boys’ mother and uncle, police said
in a statement, according to USA Today. Leniata leaves behind two children of her own,
the younger being an eight-month-old girl.
More than 100 people were arrested and
held for “intensive questioning” as police commander Martin Lakari told The
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National newspaper, but only Ware and
Watea were charged with Leniata’s murder.
However, police say that more arrests and
questionings are to be expected. Should
Ware and Watea be convicted, they could
both receive the death penalty.
“We are continuing investigations into
these cases and if any evidence or reports
come in later saying that other people involved are still at large, we will also arrest
them,” Lakari said, according to the Daily Mail.
Though hundreds of people were involved in the murder, hundreds of onlookers
and police tried to stop the mob but were
powerless to do so, USA Today said.
In rural Papua New Guinea, witchcraft
is still followed by some and often blamed
for unexplained misfortunes. But this brutal killing brought outrage from Papua New
Guinea’s prime minister, police and diplomats, the Daily Mail reported. Today, witches are still popular when they are seeming
to help their village, such as revealing the
cause of a death or casting out an evil spirit,
and they are paid well. In 1971, when Papua New Guinea was still a colony, the use of
black magic became illegal with the enactment of the Sorcery Act.
Since then many “kangaroo courts,” as
the unofficial jungle courts are called, have
been held by village elders to accuse often-innocent people of sorcery. The Papua
New Guinea law reform commission is proposing to repeal the law due to a rise in unofficial convictions and violent punishments.
Leniata’s murder has drawn international,
as well as national, attention from organizations, including Amnesty International and
the U.N., demanding swift justice to those
involved in Leniata’s murder.

Russia

vhe body of Russian
lawmaker Mikhail Pakhomov,
37, went missing last week
and was found cemented in a
barrel. A former government
official has been accused of
ordering Pakhomov’s murder
over an $80 million debt.

Spain

Venezuela

President
Hugo Chavez finally returned from Cuba early
Monday morning. The government planned several
welcoming celebrations after hearing of his planned
return over Twitter. Little
is known about Chavez’s
current health condition.

The former
treasurer of Spain’s People’s
Party, Luis Bárcenas, is
now in part of a growing
scandal as he deposited 14
million euros into a private
Swiss bank account. When
the bank asked him how
he acquired the money, he
responded the funds came
from dealings with several
companies, as well as real
estate and fine art deals,
Reuters reported, but he is
not able to prove his claims.

India India will launch its
first mission to Mars this year,
President Pranab Mukherjee
announced on Thursday. The
country has several space
missions planned, including
the launch of its first navigational satellite. The Mars
craft will take nine months to
reach the red planet, where it
will enter into a steady orbit.
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“We understand cancer infinitely better than
we did just a decade ago. The rate of discovery is increasing exponentially.”
Hopeful signs in cancer research

TheEchoNews.com

THE GEEK BRIEFS

David Adams

Science & Tech Editor
‘Dirty bathtub’ traps BP oil in gulf
Scientists at the Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill
and Ecosystem Science Conference on the
continuing effects of the BP oil spill announced in January that an effect known
as the “dirty bathtub” may have hidden as
much as 30 percent of the spilled oil on the
seafloor. Three years after the spill began,
scientists noticed that plankton and other particles near the surface were sinking
quickly to the bottom, 10 times faster than
normal in some places. They soon realized
that oil was clumping with the particles, creating heavier particles that sank faster in
what is known as a “dirty blizzard.” As the
particles reached the seafloor, deep ocean
currents stirred up more particles: a “dirty
bathtub.” Scientists fear that the residual
oil could affect the gulf ecosystem for many
years to come.
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Hopeful
signs in
cancer
research
Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

bit.ly/dirty_bathtub

Library of Congress plans to save historic recordings
Thirteen years after the passage of the National Recording Preservation Act, the Library of Congress released on Wednesday
an action plan to save the country’s priceless recordings. The recordings are currently
stored in obsolete formats like wax cylinders, music rolls and vinyl records and need
to be converted to digital before they deteriorate. In danger are gems like Miles Davis’ jazz album “Kind of Blue,” Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech and even
recordings made by Thomas Edison in the
1880s. The plan also encourages academic
institutions to create degree programs in
audio archiving and preservation, revisions
to federal copyright law to allow for legal
reproduction of these recordings and the
founding of a public directory of sound collections as well as a national discography.
bit.ly/save_the_music

Burger King’s Twitter hacked: Ronald
McDonald to blame?
The king was made to look like the jester
when Burger King’s official Twitter feed
was hacked around noon on Monday. The
culprits replaced BK’s logo with the golden arches and rewrote the description to
say that the company “just got sold to McDonalds because the whopper (sic) flopped.”
McDonalds quickly tweeted Burger King to
express empathy to its competitor, claiming it “had nothing to do with the hacking.”
Some vulgar tweets were sent before the
company convinced Twitter to freeze the
account. Burger King apologized to its fans
on Facebook later that day. One Twitter user
quipped, “Somebody needs to tell Burger
King that ‘whopper123’ isn’t a secure password,” proving that even the king needs to
watch his back.
bit.ly/BK_hacked

Photo courtesy of Square, Inc.

Square Wallet allows customers to pay for their purchases just by saying their name to the cashier.

Mobile wallets remain obscure
Services like Square Wallet
aim to become mainstream
David Adams

Science & Tech Editor
Imagine standing in line at Love’s to pay for
your latest McDonald’s craving. Instead of
pulling out your wallet, you grab your
smartphone and tap it on a receiver near
the register to finish your purchase. Or hand
your credit card to the cashier, who swipes
it through a device plugged into an iPad. Or
even just say your name.
Each of these payment methods is available now, to some extent, but a new study
from tech research firm comScore says mobile wallet services—which include PayPal,
Google Wallet and Square Wallet, among
others—have a long way to go to reach
widespread public awareness and business acceptance.
The study said that only about 12 percent
of consumers had used a digital wallet service other than PayPal, which has the advantage of being widely used on its parent
company’s site, eBay. Only 8 percent of consumers have ever used Google Wallet, for example, and just 2 percent have used Square
Wallet—despite the service’s ongoing partnership with Starbucks.
Innovators like Square CEO and co-founder Jack Dorsey, who is also known as the
inventor of Twitter, and co-founder Jim
McKelvey believe technologies like Square

are crucial for small businesses in a technologized economy.
Nathan McCauley, who graduated from
Taylor in 2008 and is a security engineer
at Square, said McKelvey got the inspiration for Square when he was trying to sell
a glass faucet he had made. McKelvey lost
the sale when he was unable to accept credit cards. “Talking to Jack Dorsey on his iPhone later that day,” McCauley wrote in an
email, “Jim realized he was holding the device that could have saved his sale—all it
was missing was the Square parts.”
Despite the company’s goal “to make
shopping more delightful,” according to
McCauley, consumers still seem to be hesitant to adopt the technology wholeheartedly. ComScore’s report noted continued
concerns with the security of mobile wallet services. More than 9 in 10 consumers
wanted the services to include locking features, like passcodes, but only 5 in 10 acknowledged that most services already have
these features.
CNN Money’s September 2012 test of five
mobile wallets also uncovered bugs and
challenges with several of them. Google
Wallet’s interface was unintuitive, the test
noted, and merchants could potentially be
overwhelmed by the number of users trying
to pay with Square at once.
There’s also the fact that few businesses currently accept mobile wallets as payment. A Yahoo News article from Jan. 28
said only about two dozen businesses, including Old Navy, RadioShack and Macy’s,

Drones strike up controversy
Kyle Carruthers

Staff Writer/Copy Editor
As with any useful technological advance,
the advantage of unmanned drones has
been a key military strategy in recent
years. But the use of robotic troops has not
been unquestioned.
In an effort to streamline the withdrawal of American troops from the Middle East,
drone attacks have been used with growing
frequency, The Guardian reported. The U.N.
recently said that U.S. drone strikes in Afghanistan have nearly doubled in 2012 compared to 2011, with 506 compared to 294 the
year prior.
There has been controversy surrounding the use of drone strikes to target covert
military leads, as strikes have sometimes
mistakenly killed bystanders instead of or
alongside intended targets. The controversy stems from strikes in countries such as
Pakistan. According to The Guardian, in

Afghanistan, the strikes are used primarily
in field operations to support ground troops.
Five incidents in Afghanistan resulted in
the deaths of 16 civilians in 2012. The previous year, only one such incident occurred.
(2011 was the first year civilian casualties
from drone strikes were recorded.)
In Pakistan, thousands of civilians have
been killed by drone strikes. Protests
against the method have happened, and
the Pakistani government passed a resolution this December in an attempt to stop U.S.
strikes, PressTV reported. Pakistan believes
the U.S. is violating its sovereignty by engaging in drone strikes in its airspace.
There have also been protests in Washington D.C., according to NPR. Questions
have been raised about the legality of the
strikes, fueled by the deaths of American
citizens who were targeted. Anwar Alwaki
was an American citizen and a high-ranking Al-Qaida member who was killed in
2011. The question is whether people like

accept Google Wallet. A search through
Square Wallet’s directory said the only major business near Taylor that accepts the Wide-range pharmaceuticals
service is Starbucks.
New drugs are being tested by three pharSquare, however, is counting on mobile maceutical companies that hope to cure
wallet services to continue to grow toward a wide range of cancers, according to The
being mainstream. Yesterday the compa- New York Times. These drugs target a canny introduced “Business in a Box” as a sort cer gene that is a part of tumor growth. No
of intermediary between its mobile wallet clinical trials have been conducted over a
service and traditional cash-and-card busi- wide range of different types of cancers benesses, according to PC World.
fore these studies.
For $299, Business in a Box will include
“This is a taste of the future in cancer drug
two Square card readers that plug into an development,” said Dr. Otis Webb Brawley,
iPad equipped with the Square Register app, chief medical and scientific officer of the
an iPad stand and a secure cash drawer that American Cancer Society. “I expect the orwill open at the push of a button within the gan from which the cancer came from will
app. For an additional $300, the kit includes be less important in the future and the moa wireless receipt printer. Figuring in the lecular target more important.”
cost of an iPad, PC World said Business in
These drugs will target a key protein
a Box is likely cheaper than a tradition- within the cell that will prohibit it from
al touch screen cash register and has far growing any larger, according to Futurity.
more functionality.
“Our hope is that this discovery will spur the
Technology like Square Register, Square development of a new type of cancer drug
Wallet and other mobile wallets is built that targets this process and could work
for this sort of multifunctionality. As more synergistically with existing drugs,” said
consumers become aware of them, they will Bennett Van Houten, professor of molecubecome less a novelty and more a way to lar pharmacology at the University of Pittsseamlessly integrate payments, an everyday burgh Cancer Institute and author of a study
part of consumers’ lives, into their already published in the Journal of Cell Science.
extant smartphones.
This is exactly what Square-exec Dorsey Discovering how it grows
hopes for, according to an interview with Cancer reswearch may have taken a great
CNN Money. “We are building technologies step forward in the area of how it grows.
that fade away, that go into the background Two research groups spotted mutations in
so people can focus on what is most mean- melanomas that are in a region that reguingful to them,” Dorsey said.
late genes, rather than in genes themselves,
according to The New York Times. These
findings do not reveal treatments or potential precautions to researchers at this
time, but they do point to how melanomas develop.
“You could think of this as one glimmer
in what has been called cancer’s dark matter,” said Dr. Levi Garraway, professor at the
Broad Institute of Harvard and M.I.T.
Findings from the DNA sequences of 70
malignant melanomas contributed to the
discovery. The region had mutated in 70
percent of the tumors as well as in some
other types of cancers. The discoveries surrounding these connections may lead to discovering what causes cancer at the most
basic level.

Drones like the MQ-9 Reaper patrol hostile skies.

this should be captured and given a trial, or
if it is legal and necessary to target them as
opposing enemy soldiers.
The Department of Justice released documents describing the legal framework for
killing American citizens via drone strikes.
The document justifying one death is 16
pages long and argues that the infeasibility
of capture and the threat such people provide make it constitutional for a high-ranking government official to use military force
against them.
The Pew Research Center reported that,
as of Feb. 11, 58 percent of the public approve
of drone strikes. In his State of the Union address, President Obama pledged to be more
open about the decision-making process
for the strikes.
The technology of unmanned drones
has made killing easier, more efficient and
more likely to succeed. Rather than being a
conflict, combat has turned into a game of
hide and seek, find and execute. So much so
that the strikes are viewed as untrialed executions rather than military engagements
when concerning strikes on U.S. citizens.
“The targets of a drone strike make no

Curing cancer is the focus of many of the
world’s best and brightest thinkers. Even
IBM’s Watson supercomputer has spent the
last year collecting millions of data points
from cancer patients at the Sloan-Kettering Memorial Center and attempting to
find trends within the data, according to
Ars Technica.
Following are three areas of cancer research that have made significant advancements in recent years—advancements that
could finally lead to the discovery of cures
for all types of cancers.

Photos courtest of USAF.

Aeryon Scout, used in search and rescue.

appearance before a judge; they have no
notice of the charges against them; no lawyer; no chance to call witnesses or confront
the evidence against them; no due process
rights,” wrote James Robertson, a retired
federal judge, in a Washington Post opinion piece.
Proposed legislation might cause drone
strikes to require a warrant issued by the judicial branch similarly to how they give out
search warrants for criminal investigations.
Robertson believes that giving such a permission is not constitutional, but that judges should check the power of the executive
branch by refusing it compliance.
“A search warrant is not a death warrant,”
Robertson said.

Genome sequencing
It used to take multiple years to decode one
individual’s genome, but now it only takes
a few days to decode the DNA of a cancer
cell, according to The Independent, a British newspaper. This could lead to a new era
of personalized treatments, where patients
would receive medicine made specifically
for their DNA.
“None of this is science fiction. It’s happening in a number of places around the
world, but we feel it will be absolutely routine within the next five to 10 years for every cancer patient,” said Alan Ashworth,
chief executive of the Institute of Cancer
Research in London.

Exponential increase
The dream of a cure for cancer may not be in
reach yet, but researchers are getting closer to understanding the complexities of the
many different types and subtypes of cancer,
according to oncologist Michael Gallagher,
medical director of the Sparta Cancer Center in New Jersey.
“We understand cancer infinitely better
than we did just a decade ago,” Gallagher said. “The rate of discovery is increasing exponentially.”
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“We’re hoping to make this an opportunity for students to be
involved, not only in listening and learning about what’s going on in the world, but also taking action in it.”
-Social Justice Week

6

Social
Justice Week

Tonight, hundreds of students will once
again form the familiar winding line outside
of Rediger Auditorium, impatiently await- This week brings many
ing entrance into a night of music and en- opportunities for
tertainment. It’s show time. It’s Nostalgia
students to show love
Night 2013.
Neon colors and exercising cutout figures to a desperate world.
replace the circus reds and Big Tops of last
year. The theme taking over Rediger for this
Lexie V. Owen
Staff Writer
year’s Nostalgia Night is 80s workout video.
The unofficial tagline of the night is “Work
it!” Members of Student Activity Council Social Justice Week is Taylor World Out(SAC) worked late creating the perfect at- reach’s biggest opportunity to increase
mosphere of a night back in time.
student awareness on issues facing huSenior Kayla Walsh, president of SAC, an- manity today. But this year’s Social Justicipates success from the night. “I expect tice Week, beginning Monday, will look
there to be some big ‘wow’ moments from slightly different than it has in the past.
the performers, we had some great students
Previously, the event focused on one
come out this year,” she said.
specific theme of social justice throughAnd from one great student to the next out the week, but co-directors Amanda
follows great variety. Glittery gold pants Stephens and Emily Guebert have deand bro tanks take the spotlight in one act, cided on a slightly different structure.
“We decided it may be more effective
while big hair and black dresses complete
another. Still laughter and camaraderie if we focused on a few different things,”
flows between the performers as cheer on Stephens said. “Emily and I are passioneach other’s acts.
ate about a few different things and de“The energy is great. The songs are a lot
more fun,” said senior Kristin Prebble. She’s
a veteran to the atmosphere, having performed two years ago in Nostalgia Night.
A fellow veteran, junior Stephen Newhall
is taking a stab at the night for the second
year in a row. “It’s a bunch of musicians having a great time playing old hits, entertaining people with music,” he said. Stephen will
be performing Stevie Wonder’s “Superstition” in the show.
Freshman Emily O’Daniels also appreciates older music. “I love older songs. They
make people be more creative,” she said.
Photographs by Timothy P. Reithmiller
It’s Emily’s first year on the Nostalgia Night
stage, and she hopes to show creativity — Amanda Stephens
through her rendition of “Love is a BattleTop Left: Kinsley Koons plays the piano.
field” by Pat Benatar.
cided to include all of those.”
Top Right: Eric Strong sings a solo.
The show includes 12 acts ranging from
While there will be an overarching
Middle Left: Tyler Seabloom woos the crowd.
“Jackson,” a duet by Johnny Cash and June theme of freedom, Social Justice Week
Middle Right: Austin Sisson, Brandon WilchCarter, all the way to “Juke Box Hero” by For- 2013 will focus on a different specifcombe, Nathan Burdette, Matthew Thompson,
eigners. The show begins tonight at 8:15 p.m ic issue each day. Monday’s focus will
Corbin Slater rock out to a classic tune.
in Rediger. If you haven’t gotten a ticket yet, be hunger, followed by water, poverty
Bottom Left: Hailey Whitaker, Kehlay
show up a little early and purchase one at and human trafficking. The two co-diDunah, Kyla Sele perform a dance.
the door for $5.
rectors, along with their overseer, Meredith Gross and a cabinet of 12 volunteers,
have arranged a number of events that
will inform students about each issue.
Social Justice Week will begin with
Andrew Draper addressing chapel on
what it means to be free in God. Evening events will follow the theme of
hunger, with Skip-a-meal and Empty
Bowls events held in Euler from 5 p.m.-7
p.m. Students can sign up in their apartments or residence halls to give up a
meal for the fundraiser. Meanwhile, in
the Euler Atrium, soup will be offered
for $1 and ceramic bowls made by the
art department for $5. Funds raised
from this evening’s events will be donated to the Inside Out Soup Kitchen
in Muncie.
At 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Daren Wendell,
co-founder of Active Water, will speak
about the global water crisis in Euler
109. They will also present Zambia Song,
a documentary produced by Active Water that further explains the water crisis.
On Wednesday, Joseph Combs, Assistant Deputy Director of Permanency and Practice Support at the Indiana
Department of Child Services will speak
about child poverty at 7 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
On Thursday, Freedom Film, a documentary which follows the story of
three victims of forced labor, will show
at 7 p.m. in Rediger Chapel. Following
the viewing, members of the 2013 Nepal
Lighthouse Team will share their stories
from their work with Tiny Hands International: an organization dedicated to
the prevention of sex trafficking.
Though Social Justice Week events
will end after Thursday, the Do Something Now Center will remain at the top
of the Dining Commons for the rest of
the week. The Center includes four inYou’ve already earned your college degree, but
Offered at our Marion, Indiana, campus, the
teractive stations that help explain issomething is missing. You’re not only looking for
program provides a solid foundation in nursing
sues addressed throughout the week.
a career that offers job security and a chance for
skills and dispositions, and includes leadership and
Two of these stations will provide inadvancement; you’re looking for an opportunity to
nursing research in a clinical setting.
formation on the water crisis and human trafficking. The other two will offer
help others. Nursing provides that opportunity.
Requirements include a previous baccalaureate
a chance to send postcards to state representatives and donate craft supplies
degree from an accredited college or university
With Indiana Wesleyan University’s Transition to
to the Marion Boys and Girls club.
along with several prerequisite courses. Check out
Nursing program, you can earn your Bachelor of
“We’re providing the Do Something
our website (www.indwes.edu/nursing) or call for
Now Center in the D.C. where people
Science in Nursing degree in as little as 14 months!
more information and specific requirements.
can actually be involved in the process
and give,” Stephens said. We challenge
them to act out of the time they’ve been
given and the chance that they’ve been
given.”
All who are involved in the organization of Social Justice Week hope the new
structure will allow students to become
more educated about issues facing the
world today.
“We’re hoping to make this an opportunity for students to be involved, not
only in listening and learning about
what’s going on in the world, but also
taking action in it,” Stephens said. “We
hope people will walk away changed
after social justice week and we would
love to see people rise up in these different areas.”

“We hope people
will walk away
changed after
Social Justice
Week and we
would love to
see people rise
up in these
different areas.”
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Hall director love in eight
quick questions
Reporting by Corrie Dyke

Jeff and Julie Strietzel

Sara and Ryan James

Fairlane Apartments Director English Hall Director
Where did you meet?
Serving in student leadership in college
(Moody Bible Institute, Chicago).
How long have you been married?
Five and a half years—we got married on
07/07/07.
Favorite date night?
Jeff: One year dating anniversary: We
spent the whole day together going on a
long walk through Chicago, a picnic, playing
catch, going for dinner and dessert at the
John Hancock building and sharing our first
kiss at the top of the Hancock Observatory.
Valentine’s Day tradition?
Our favorite thing to do is make a fancy
dinner together with the money we would
have spent at a nice restaurant.
Favorite memory together?
Going on a week-long vacation to the
Smoky Mountains. Part of the week we
spent in a mountain-top cabin, hiking the
Smokies. The other part we went around
Gatlinburg doing touristy things (including
indoor skydiving) and utilized our minivan
like an RV. We took the seats out, built a loft
that held a queen sized mattress and kept
our luggage underneath.
Most creative gift to each other?
Jeff gave Julie a journal with one positive
word that described her meticulous drawn
on each page. Julie had her purity ring soldered to the inside of Jeff ’s wedding ring.
Most embarrassing moment during
dating or marriage:
We blocked it out . . . .
Biggest challenge in marriage?
Communicating expectations after
pre-marital counseling ended.

How long have you been married?
10 years.
Where did you meet?
At a Christian retreat in high school

Jon and Kara
Cavanagh

Isaac and Emily Bryan

Wolgemuth Hall Director,
Director of University
Apartments/Coordinator of
Off-Campus Community

How long have you been married?
Kara and I have been married for 10 years,
seven months and 23 days.
Where did you meet?
We met in Bowling Green, Ohio, when she
Valentine’s Day tradition?
cut my hair at a salon called “The ArrangeNothing particularly special, just a note ment” (seriously).
Favorite date night?
to let the other know what we still love
about them.
Recently, watching Parenthood (NBC) on
Tuesday evenings.
Favorite memory together?
Valentine’s Day tradition?
The birth of our children.
Reading Nicholas Sparks novels aloud to
one another while practicing yoga and eatMost creative gift to each other?
ing gluten-free desserts.
Favorite memory together?
I love the movie “A Christmas Story,”
and Ryan made the infamous leg lamp
Moment we found out we would be
for me wrapped in a “fragil-ay” crate adopting our daughter (morning of our sevand everything!
enth anniversary).
Most creative gift to each other?
A chainsaw and a choco-taco.
Most embarrassing moment during
dating or marriage:
Most embarrassing moment during
Almost being caught naked in our apart- dating or marriage:
ment by a student in the hall!
Kara has never done anything embarrassing. I was once so sick I accidentally crapped
Biggest challenge in marriage?
the bed.
Finding time for one another.
Biggest challenge in marriage?
Continually balancing passions and responsibilities while having a forgiving spirit,
faithful heart and healthy sense of humor.
Favorite date night?
Going out to eat and watching a movie,
sans kiddos.

Little Trojan

Campbell Hall Director
How long have you been married?
Two and a half years
Where did you meet?
The DC, where all good relationships begin.
Favorite date night?
Payne’s to split a dessert and play a (competitive) game of Ticket to Ride. Emily usually wins.
Valentine’s Day tradition?
Avoiding a long restaurant wait and making our favorite meal at home: feta, roasted red pepper and spinach stuffed chicken,
roasted red-skinned potatoes, grilled asparagus and the richest chocolate dessert recipe we can find.
Favorite memory together?
Recently, it’s been hanging out on our bed
with our nine-month-old, Benj, in the middle of the day. Stuffed animals, “Chicka Chicka Boom Boom,” Cheerios and “How big is
Benj? Sooooo big!” School work can wait.
Most creative gift to each other?
Well, Isaac got Emily a car for her birthday one year, so nothing can really top
that . . . .
Most embarrassing moment during
dating or marriage:
A friend caught us making out in the Yearbook office once . . . (can we say that?)
Biggest challenge in marriage?
Challenges?? What challenges?

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Transition to a New Career…

Become a Nurse

Indiana Wesleyan University’s Transition to Nursing Program.

Samgrams

Echograms #TaylorU

Jake and Whitney
Drake
Bergwall Hall Director, CoOwner of Jumping Bean
How long have you been married?
Six and a half years
Where did you meet?
The Taylor Ireland program
Favorite date night?
We are foodies—a couple times a year we
try to visit a restaurant with unique and unusual menu options.
Valentine’s Day tradition?
Whitney usually decorates Jacob’s office
door with the tackiest valentine’s decorations she can find—fluffy hearts, sparkly
red roses, pink flowery wrapping paper, etc.
Favorite memory together?
Remember that time we had a baby in the
Bergwall Lobby? That was awesome.
Most creative gift to each other?
Jacob made Whitney an Adirondack chair.
Whitney makes a card for Jacob’s birthday
each year listing a reason she loves him for
every year he’s been alive.
Most embarrassing moment during
dating or marriage:
We were studying together in the Union
back when we were still “just friends” and
Jacob grabbed Whitney’s class notes only
to find she had doodled his initials in the
margins . . . oops.
Biggest challenge in marriage?
Finding time to be intentional with each
other. The things you do regularly when you
are dating—fun dates, little notes or gifts
to each other, planning surprises for each
other—they can take a backseat to a full
schedule, kids and work. But we want to be
“engaged” with one another our entire marriage so those things are important.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Mary Liston @maryliston
The lyrics, “You can dance if
you want to” have never rang
truer. #TaylorU #WeCanDance
#FootlooseMoment
Eric Smith @thisericsmith
@Taylor_Hoops Great road win
tonight! Can’t wait to be in a
packed Odle Arena Saturday night.
#TaylorU
Sarahruth Brown @thedairylife
You know you go to #TaylorU
when the team names for an
in-class competition are “Bible
Boys” and “Gospel Girls”
#christiancollegeprobs
Todd Naevestad @frozen_scarecro
When your quiet reflection after
chapel turns into an hour long
nap...oops. #TaylorU
Emma S @EmmaSpof
Boys score higher on tests
in swim trunks. Why??
#whatILearnAtCollege #TaylorU
#AskTwitter

Classes are forming now. Call today.

765-677-2431

cathryn.voght@indwes.edu • indwes.edu/nursing
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For more, follow @sam_stone on

@taylorsmythe: “An article by one of my professors just came up on the first page of
a search I did. That’s what I call quality faculty! #mahe #tayloru #tu #skiptrudeau”

Mark Grisamore @MarkGrisamore
Oooh controversial chapel
oooh #growup #weareadults
#composeyourselfTaylor #TaylorU

A&E

“Above all, the factor that consistently sets Groban apart from
other musicians can be reduced to one simple element. His
soaring voice.”
Exquisite echoes
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Anatomy of an Oscar winner
A personal prediction of
2013’s Best Picture recipient
Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

There will be 24 winners Sunday night at
the 85th Academy Awards. Oscars will be
awarded in every conceivable category, from
Best Actor to Best Sound Mixing. But we all
know the biggest winner of them all: the recipient of Best Picture.
Nine films are in contention to take home
that golden statue this Sunday. Most viewers
have an opinion on who should get the big
one, this Oscar-watcher included. But most of
those opinions are anecdotal, based on subjective experience. Are there more objective
ways to predict which film is most likely to
be named Best Picture this year?

After breaking down and analyzing every
single Oscar nominee and winner of Best
Picture over time, I found three interesting
variables: the release date, the film length
and the movie’s recognition at other awards
shows. As it turns out, there is an unmistakable correlation between these three
variables and a film’s chance at receiving
Best Picture.

Release date The time of year a movie is
released has significant correlation with its
probability of winning an Oscar. On the surface, the final three months of the year provide a vast majority of the nominees for Best
Picture—48 percent of all Oscar winners were
released in October, November and December. And even though December provides the
highest number of nominees, a November
release provides the best chance of winning
after being nominated—32.5 percent of all November-released nominated films win. But
no November films were even nominated this
year, which helps our only October-released

film in the bunch, “Lincoln.”
Another way to look at release date is as
the amount of days between the release and
the awards ceremony. In the past 20 years,
the Academy tended to nominate and select winners released between 160 and 180
days before the show itself—which benefits
current nominees “Silver Linings Playbook”
at 169 and “Argo” at 177.
From release date alone, we can probably
knock two movies out of this year’s running
outright: “Beasts of the Southern Wild” and
“Amour.” Although neither film is a heavy
contender in the first place, their early-year
releases make them unlikely to win.

Movie length Although the length of a
wide-release film is usually stuck around 100
minutes, the Oscars crowd prefers longer
movies. The current 10-year average for Best
Picture nominees and winners is the same:
130 minutes, or just over two hours. This is
down from the winners’ 10-year average in
2000, at 155 minutes.

This is another nail in the coffin for
“Beasts of the Southern Wild,” clocking in
at a paltry 93 minutes, and provides more
good news to “Silver Linings Playbook” and
“Argo,” both of which come in at 120 minutes.
Many of the nominees this year are longer than average, including “Lincoln,” “Zero
Dark Thirty” and “Les Misérables.” “Django
Unchained” has the furthest deviation with
a length of 165 minutes, leaving the average
moviegoer with a need for a bathroom break
in the middle.

Awards show synergy A final strong indicator of a film’s prospects at the Oscars is
the awards it received from other ceremonies,
like the British Academy of Film and Television Arts Awards (thankfully abbreviated BAFTAs) or the Screen Actor’s Guild Awards (the
SAGs). This category really puts “Argo” over
the top, since the film has already taken the
big award home at both the BAFTAs and the
SAGs, along with the Golden Globes and the
Director’s Guild of America.

CHANCES A FILM GETS NOMINATED BY RELEASE MONTH
NOMINEES

25%

Amour

15%

Argo

5%

Beasts of the Southern Wild
FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUN.

JUL.

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

WINS

Django Unchained
Les Misérables

25%

Life of Pi

15%

Lincoln

5%

Silver Linings Playbook
JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUN.

JUL.

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

Conclusions Although conventional wisdom would predict Spielberg’s epic “Lincoln” to take Best Picture this year, by taking
the above variables into account we see a
clear winner emerge. All arrows are pointing toward supposed-underdog “Argo.” It is
the fashionable choice, and has the right
momentum to peak this Sunday with a Big
Picture win. In my heart, I’ll be rooting for
personal favorite “Silver Linings Playbook,”
but on my predictions sheet I’ll be marking “Argo.”

THE FINAL NINE
TITLE

JAN.

Another film, “Life of Pi,” has the right
length and release date to be a heavy contender. However, Ang Lee’s visual masterpiece lacks the recognition from other
awards shows to make it onto the stage.
This aspect continues to keep “Lincoln” as a
potential upset (since Lincoln has been well
awarded so far this season), but significantly narrows the chances for “Amour,” “Zero
Dark Thirty” and “Les Misérables.”

NOV.

DEC.

Zero Dark Thirty

DIRECTED BY

RELEASE DATE

LENGTH

Michael Haneke

Dec. 19 (US)

127 min.

Ben Affleck

Oct. 12

121 min.

Behn Zeitlin

June 27

93 min.

Quentin Tarantino

Dec. 25

180 min.

Tom Hooper

Dec. 25

158 min.

Nov. 21 (US)

126 min.

Stephen Spielberg

Oct. 8

150 min.

David O. Russell

Sept. 8

120 min.

Kathryn Bigelow

Dec. 19

Ang Lee

157 min.
Illustrations by Lucas Sweitzer

Envisioning the future of film
David Seaman
Staff Writer

Oscars, Sundance, Golden Globes. It’s the
time of year for film, and Taylor is no exception. Taylor’s Media Communication department is preparing for its biggest event
of the year: Envision Film Festival. From
Feb. 28 to March 2, the festival will showcase student films and facilitate dialogue
with industry professionals, allowing audiences to experience the significance of this
still-growing medium.
Begun in 1998, the festival has flourished in
recent years under the direction of professors
John and Kathy Bruner. This year, three days
of film screenings and workshops will commence next Thursday and conclude the following Saturday with an awards ceremony for
student film submissions. At the screenings,
both Media Communication students and
high school visitors looking to hone their skills
will present their films to an eager audience.
“All of these films should be honored,”
said senior Media Communication major
Paul Yoder. “Four of the Taylor films have
already won awards, and these films will encourage people to visit Taylor and see what
our program can offer.”
Yoder is working with fellow senior Annessa Mosier as student producer for the
festival. While Mosier interacts with college
students, Yoder will be in charge of up-andcoming high school filmmakers. He will coordinate the grand prize for the best high

school film shown.
“I’m looking forward to encouraging high
school students with their films,” Yoder said.
“I truly think they will have a better time
here than at other events this week.”
A special screening featuring two
award-winning short films by Director Michelle Steffes (’00) will take place Feb. 28
in Mitchell Auditorium. Various film workshops will follow on March 1. Guest speakers
will run workshops on scriptwriting, audio
and recording throughout the weekend.
Other workshops will be taught by var-

“It is a competition, but it also is a
chance to come together and show
what we students have accomplished.”
—Micah Hancock
ious upperclassmen. These will give prospective students a chance to interact with
Taylor students and to use the department’s
production equipment.
Taylor will host three main guest speakers
for Envision this year. Voice-over artist Cassie
Boyd Baker (’95) will return to her alma mater
with eight years of entertainment experience.
She has worked as a voice-over artist for Nickelodeon and PBS, as well as for commercials
for Apple, J.C. Penney and more. She is also
leading Taylor’s brand-new Hollywood Internship Program in Los Angeles.
Taylor graduate Jack Lugar (’91) will also
speak. As a member of the Writer’s Guild
of America, Lugar wrote for sitcoms such

as “Life with Louie” and “Wanda at Large.”
He is the author of humor book “The
Starving Artist’s Diet” and the creator of
TheSitcomLab.com, a “one-stop shop for
everything sitcom.”
Rounding out the list is audio expert Clay
Stahlka, whose impressive résumé includes
films “The Natural” and “Days of Thunder.” He
has been involved in broadcast events for the
NHL, NFL, MLB and NASCAR. Stahlka’s extensive
experience with lighting, gripping and rigging,
along with designing audio systems, helped
make him the on-call audio specialist for A&E
and Discovery when they shoot in Indiana.
Besides these impressive speakers, student films are the festival’s main draw.
Twelve films will be shown March 1 in Rediger Auditorium, nine of which will compete. Awards will be distributed March 2 in
the categories of Best Picture, Best Documentary, Best Drama, Best Comedy and Audience Choice.
“It is a competition, but it also is a chance
to come together and show what we students have accomplished,” said sophomore
Micah Hancock who, along with sophomore
Nick Chamberlain, won Best Drama for the
short film “Broken” last festival.
The two have another film in competition this year called “Movie Me.” The film
involves three characters traveling through
different movie genres. “It’s a movie that’s a
satire on movies,” Hancock said. “A film is
something to be entertaining, and I hope
our film accomplishes that.”

Exquisite echoes
Crooner Josh Groban debuts
his songwriting efforts
in his latest album

Kari Travis

Managing Editor
Josh Groban’s music career has played out
something like a fairy tale.
He began his ascent to stardom as a wideeyed newcomer with a big break. Since then,
he has developed an operatically inspired
pop sound and a massive fan following over
the course of six successful albums.
But above all, the factor that consistently
sets Groban apart from other musicians can
be reduced to one simple element.
His soaring voice.
With the release of his new album, “All
that Echoes” the veteran vocalist, now
turned songwriter and actor, proves that his
pipes are just as golden now as they were in
the genesis of his career.
There’s no getting around it. The guy
can sing.
We’re not talking about some auto-tuned
pop performer whose music carries enough
sugar sprinkles to make the experience palatable. No, this is a guy with lungs, with the
ability to belt out a complicated run or a
soulful ballad in crystal clear tones.
Groban’s new album brilliantly showcases his skill. Tracks like “Brave,” “Hollow
Talk” and “The Moon is a Harsh Mistress”
combine honest, haunting lyrics with raw
acoustic and orchestral based melodies.

Best of all, his smooth, tenor voice carries
to new heights the rhythms and emotions
in each song.
Like most of Groban’s previous albums,
the musical influences that pervade “All that
Echoes” are an eclectic mix of sounds which
range from classical to pop. Songs like “Happy in my Heartache” rely heavily on piano
and guitar sounds, while “E Ti Promettero”
features orchestral accompaniment.
Unlike most of his previous work, however, this album is marked by Groban’s own
songwriting efforts. Seven of the tracks, including the hit single “Brave,” are written
and/or co-written by the artist. The result
is a set of songs that captures every signature tone and quality that have given Groban a memorable name.
The album is a masterpiece in its own
right, but it also reflects every note of the
artist’s previous work. The result is timeless. And the music echoes the talent and
innocence that made Groban famous in the
first place.

Provided by 143, Reprise
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When choreographing taekwondo demonstrations, Emilee
does her best to fill the performances with stunts exciting
enough to capture an audience. In between stunts, Emilee
asks some of her students to share their testimonies. Occasionally, she shares her own.
Taekwondo Pros and Conns
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Food, Friendship, Fiction
The storytelling community
within Kay’s Pizza of Gas City
Kyla Martin
Contributor

Downtown Gas City typically serves as a
means to an end for students. We cruise past
the storefront windows, not sure what lies
inside, too rushed or unimpressed to stop.
You might have seen the “Kay’s Pizza”
sign, noticeably worn, but more than likely,
you gave it no attention on your way to any
of Marion’s chain franchises. If you stopped
to look through the windows below, you’d
see people at every table, sipping on coffee,
dipping their eggs in gravy and scooping
their pizzas into their mouths before the
toppings fill their plates.
The small diner used to welcome smokers, and the tables were full of people with
cigarettes between their fingertips. When
the smoking ban hit, all lights were distin-

“This is a down-home atmosphere.
I come in here, I get a good
breakfast for the money, read
the paper. . . . I’m comfortable
here. And, you know, they
want me to be pope, and that’s
the number one reason.”
—Kevin Barett

guished at the door. The transition caused
conflict between the smoking customers,
but slowly relationships rebuilt, and the
owners, Max and Pam Taylor, didn’t notice
a loss of income.
Kay’s grinds its own all-natural cheese,
makes its dough from scratch and mixes its
own spices into Redgold puree for a homemade pizza.
Kay’s used to be the only pizza place in
town, but new ones have popped up like

Pizza Hut and TOPPIT. Those places don’t
serve food like Kay’s: Pam will whip up any
pie you want—just call ahead. If she doesn’t
have it then, she will the next day.
Kay’s Pizza serves more than its name implies. Men from the town sit down without a
menu, describing what they want as a waitress fills their cups with coffee.
“Give me some eggs and bacon with gravy
on the eggs,” David Smith, a Jonesboro local,
huffed from the table in the back.
“That’s what we call The Liars’ Table over
there,” Max said. “Everybody stretches the
truth. Some of the people that come in,
when they start talking, they’re lying.”
Kevin Barett sat at the Liar’s Table with
his newspaper and traveling mug, enjoying
the morning until work called him in. He’s
been in construction for a while as a carpenter and general contractor. His team
is building a new house in town, while the
market is good.
He grew up here but left for Denver, where
he married and divorced before returning
home for a fresh start.
“I never thought I’d come back,” Barett said.
He was wrong. So wrong that he’s been
back long enough to be engaged to Donna
Williams, a local woman, for 17 years.
Glance at Barett for a moment, and his
white beard is the first thing you’ll notice.
If you take the time to listen, he’ll tell you
about when he crammed a few belongings
into a backpack, walked across Europe, and
made it all the way to Israel—but you’ll have
to remember where he’s sitting.
Barett started coming to Kay’s when he
was 13, going through a few owners, but he
keeps coming back.
“This is a down-home atmosphere,” Barett said. “I come in here, I get a good breakfast for the money, read the paper . . . . I’m
comfortable here. And, you know, they
want me to be pope, and that’s the number
one reason.”
The group laughed at the sign up front
reading “Barett for pope.” Grant County
could really get its name on the map.
They all know each other, stopping to
talk, never pouring more coffee without

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Kay’s Pizza, on Main Street in Gas City, houses a storytelling community you can’t see from the outside.

passing a joke and a smile.
“I had probably the greatest breakfast
ever made,” Barett said, leaning back in
his chair.
“Oh my gracious! That just makes me feel
so good!” Pam laughed at his compliment.
The housing market sparked conversation which eventually turned to minimum
wage. Max turned in his chair to join the discussion. No whining, just a couple of guys
discussing issues America’s been debating
since its creation, issues they’ve seen their
entire lifetimes.
Barett’s phone rings, and he gives instructions for until he gets there, using
language only construction workers know.

Time for work.
Another man, Paul Detamore, sat at a table on the other side of the diner, but he
should have been sitting with Barett.
If you join him, he will tell you he holds
two B.S. degrees, as well as a master’s and
even a Ph.D. He will also thoroughly describe his time as a counselor for war veterans, divulging the harrowing details of the
men who inhaled anything for a high in order to forget—but you can’t believe him.
Instead, he’ll call you the next day and
tell you he was “embellishing.”
He belonged to the Liars’ Table, and
by not sitting there, he reinforced this all
the more.

Detamore wasn’t doing anything foreign to his surroundings, neither was Barett. They’re all friends at Kay’s. They come
for the food, sure, but it’s the lively discussions, teasing and storytelling that keep
them coming back. They thrive on embellishing their own stories and listening to the
tall-tales of others.
You wouldn’t understand these men from
driving by or glancing in Kay’s front windows. You have to sit down, sip some coffee,
listen and let the laughter roll. Just remember where you’re sitting.

Taekwondo Pros and Conns
Emilee Conn is who she
is because of her family
and their quality time
practicing martial arts.

by Paula Weinman
Contributor

When you hear the phrase “quality family time,” your first thoughts probably don’t
include splitting concrete blocks and
shattering pieces of wood. But for senior
Emilee Conn, these are activities that have
brought her family together for the last
13 years.
Longtime residents of Grant County, the
Conns began taking taekwondo together
in September 2000. A seventh-grader at
the time, Emilee was highly involved with
sports, as was her younger brother. Despite
their busy schedules, the Conn family made
taekwondo a priority, devoting two nights a
week to their family-wide study of the martial art.
The dedication and time paid off. Three
years later, Emilee and her father tested for
their first black belts, and the rest of their
family quickly followed. Now third-degree
black belts, Emilee and her father have international certifications in the art of taekwondo which allow them to teach taekwondo
authoritatively anywhere in the world.
For Emilee’s family, “anywhere in the
world” means Grant County, Ind. The Conns
operate a nonprofit, Christ-centered school
of taekwondo, through which they’ve seen
a number of people come to Christ. Emilee
has taught at the school throughout her
time at Taylor.
“At times, it’s a lot to deal with—school,
and the taekwondo school,” Emilee admitted, “but I wouldn’t trade it for the world. It
is definitely one of my passions.”
Working in Grant County means that two
worlds Emilee knows well—Taylor and the
world of taekwondo—often overlap. She
highlighted her freshman year when her
Chemistry for Living professor came to
learn taekwondo.
“On Sundays and Tuesdays, I would be
his teacher, and on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, he would be my professor,” Emilee
explained, laughing.
Emilee wasn’t always an expert. When
her family first started their lessons, she
had quite a bit to learn.
“When I started, I was just a kid. I have a
very short attention span, and I don’t stay
focused very easily, but . . . I would hate to
see where I’d be without taekwondo, because it’s helped me learn self-discipline,

and discipline in general.”
Taekwondo has given Emilee deep respect for authority and others.
“(Respect is) such an integral part of—
well, any martial art—but especially taekwondo.” She laughed again and added that
her habit of answering her teachers with a
polite “yes, sir” or “no, ma’am” has crossed
into the academic arena, often surprising
her professors. “I don’t think they expect
that from us.”
Taekwondo has also helped develop
Emilee’s personality and character.
“It’s made me a much more outgoing
person. By the time I was 12, I was having
to teach martial arts classes . . . . It’s taught
me how to think quickly in interesting situations—like, how do I manage thirty people,
yet still take care of this particular person?”
These leaderships skills carried over into
Emilee’s role on her family’s demonstration
team. Emilee is in charge of choreography

and programming for the team, which goes
around the country putting on what her
family calls “evangelical demonstrations.”
Emilee organizes events and has learned to
see full-fledged, high-energy presentation
develop from simple concepts.

“I would hate to see where I’d be
without taekwondo, because it’s
helped me learn self-discipline,
and discipline in general.”
—Emilee Conn

When choreographing these demonstrations, Emilee does her best to fill the performances with stunts exciting enough to
capture an audience. In between stunts,
Emilee asks some of her students to share
their testimonies. Occasionally, Emilee
shares her own.
“(It was) really hard for me at first . . .

but God has showed me so much of His
redemption and His love. Because of the
scars I have, He’s been able to bring people to Himself.”
For Emilee, this has been one of the most
rewarding things about participating in this
ministry. One of her favorite stories is the
story of Vanessa, her pastor’s daughter, who
started martial arts to stand in for a physical
education requirement for school.
“She said, ‘I’m only doing this for six
weeks and I’m done,’” Emilee recalled, smiling. “When she first came in, she was so shy
. . . . It’s been incredible to see her develop—
now she’s one of the first students I call on to
give her testimony at those demonstrations.”
As she approaches the end of her senior
year at Taylor, Emilee has few regrets about
her busy schedule—despite the stress that
taekwondo can add to her weeks.
“It’s one of those things—after doing it for
13 years—that makes you want to keep

Emilee Conn and taekwondo student Jonah.

going. I mean, after doing things for so
long they start to get stale, and you want
to quit. But all it takes is . . . one class
watching Vanessa teach an entire room
of students when you never expected her
to be able to do a push-up.” She trailed off,
grinning with pride. Seeing her students
reach milestone after milestone—as martial artists, as people—is one of her favorite parts.
This semester, Emilee is preparing to
reach the milestone of graduation from
Taylor. But two weeks before she dons the
cap and gown, she hopes to earn another
significant symbol of achievement.
As if to make sure that taekwondo starts
and ends as a family affair, Emilee and her
father will be testing for their fourth-degree black belts on the exact same day—
just like they did nearly 10 years ago.

Photograph provided by Emilee Conn

OPINIONS

“Taylor isn’t especially a bubble and it definitely isn’t fake. Taylor

is the real world because, well, it’s filled with real people. People
are messy. We’re complicated, emotional, rational, shifting, growing, spiritual, irritable, joyful messes.”

Reframing Taylor’s discussion about intentional
community
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What world
does Taylor
exist in,
again?
Just because we live in
a bubble doesn’t mean
it’s any less real
Kacey Heinlein
Contributor
illustration by Lucas Sweitzer

The newest, fastest way to stalk your ex(es)
Facebook’s new Graph
Search feature makes
21st century creeping
easier than ever before!

sift and search in more sophisticated ways
than ever before—not just for people or pages, but for photos or places as well.
In its newest feature, Facebook has
stripped down its massive database to
the base parts—and allows you to search
them in responsive and complicated ways. I
signed up to be a beta-tester for the feature
Lucas Sweitzer
about a month ago and signed on last week
Opinions Editor
to find it had been activated on my account.
When I first heard about Facebook’s Graph
Naturally, I immediately searched for
Search, it sounded like a routine update to “single women who go to Taylor UniversiFacebook’s database, but it’s much more ty with moderate political views who like
than that. It’s a new search engine (replac- pages I like.” In retrospect, this shows more
ing the current system) that allows you to about my values than I’d care to admit.
The search returned one result: Celeste
Harris. And she does have a great Twitter
feed, so I was all right with that.
Jokes aside, this new tool will offer tremendous advantages to those already integrated in Facebook’s database (sorry for
you cool kids who deleted their profiles beEditor in Chief
fore it was cool—just know that Tumblr is
Corrie Dyke
next).
After my first vapid search, I searched
Creative Director
through photos of my high school friends I
Timothy P. Reithmiller
had previously liked—and had a blast remManaging Editor
Kari Travis
iniscing on the good ol’ days.
And this point seems as good as any to
include the necessary disclaimer: Graph
News Editor
Search doesn’t invade your privacy any
Jon Stroshine
more
than Facebook already does. If your
Local News Editor
profile is set as private, you won’t show up
Katelyn S. Irons
on searches, and Facebook has pre-emptiveWorld Editor
Claire Hadley
ly withdrawn preteens from showing up in
searches, so that no one can search for “12
Science & Tech Editor
David Adams
and unders in my area.”
Small businesses will find Graph Search
L&T Editor
Angelina Burkholder

to be an even more effective way to edge
competition over suburban staples without
a social media presence—you can search
for “restaurants my friends have checked in
at,” offering even more benefits toward
those places that can get good reviews. This
is good because a place like Payne’s might
not have the capital to offer promotionals
like Subway’s “Februany,” but a positive post
on Facebook could give them a boost in
business.

I must admit, the movies
I ‘like’ on Facebook are
heavily populated by classics
like “Citizen Kane” or “The
Godfather,” the movies I should
like, even though my movie
shelf is full of guilty pleasures
like “Death to Smoochy” or
“Friends with Benefits.”
There are other, less creepy ways to
search for people as well. Say you were hosting a movie night and wanted to pick the
perfect movie to watch—why not search for
movies your friends like on Facebook and
get an interactive list that shows you how
many of your friends like each one?
The problem with Graph Search is it allows us to become further defined by our
virtual selves, which can often exist in stark
contrast to our real selves—the ones made
of flesh and bone instead of 0’s and 1’s. I

must admit, the movies I “like” on Facebook
are heavily populated by classics like “Citizen Kane” or “The Godfather,” the movies
I should like, even though my movie shelf
is full of guilty pleasures like “Death to
Smoochy” or “Friends with Benefits.”
Facebook already allowed us to put a
veneer between our true identity and the
world, but Graph Search allows us to search
that way too. If I moved to a new area and
tried to make a new group of friends based
on their Facebook likes, I might be missing
out on some other experience that I could
benefit from more.
With most technology, we tend to have
this all-or-nothing approach where we label a new gadget as good or bad and then
embrace it or throw it away, respectively. I’ll put myself (predictably) in between:
Graph Search offers us lots of good things,
but it can make us further dependent on a
service that doesn’t accurately reflect real
life. I’m not sure if what it offers outweigh
its problems.
I hope we don’t use this new way to find
friends as an excuse to not meet people in
the real world that exists outside of my wifi
router. I hope we don’t use the knowledge
we have from social networks to cut off
what could be an unexpected experience.
I hope we can see social networks for what
they are: an effective way to communicate
important information about my life to the
world, nothing more, nothing less.
But until then, Celeste—my number is
317.205.5510. We’ll talk soon.
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Reframing Taylor’s discussion
about intentional community
Two recent Echo
submissions fail to accurately
represent life in Upland
Mark Taylor
Contributor

In the past two editions of The Echo we’ve
seen phrases such as “forced community”
and “intentional cliques” liberally applied
to the Taylor culture, accompanied by calls
for a community more like the “real world.”
Such an idyllic Taylor community would apparently have fewer rules, inclusive floor
cultures and the freedom to have dinner
alone with the opposite gender without being stereotyped as a couple. Though it might
seem attractive, such a mindset fails to appreciate the value of our existing
community.
Taylor isn’t especially a bubble, and it
definitely isn’t fake. Taylor is the real world
because, well, it’s filled with real people.
People are messy. We’re complicated, emotional, rational, shifting, growing, spiritual,
irritable, joyful messes. It’s amazing—life in
its fullest, experienced together as we try to
each work out God’s plan for us despite the
muddle and chaos of our lives. Taylor is a
community of messiness dedicated to God.
It’s beautiful to behold and to live in.
Don’t think that rules diminish the reality of our relationship in any way. We have
the rules of the covenant not primarily for
protection or control, but for discipleship.
I did not mainly enroll at Taylor because I
wanted an education, but because this place
offered to help shape me into a certain kind
of person.

The rules of Taylor are in place to ingrain can learn so much from each other and see
habits in us—habits that will cause us to what it’s like for men and women of God to
search for the wise above the permissible. be leaders in living.
We refrain from drinking not because alcoThe thriving floor communities would
hol is sinful, but because we want fellowship certainly seem to be worth the price tag of
and community that does not rely on alco- “cross-campus” and “cross-gender” fellowhol for fuel. We use an internet filter and ship that Taylor apparently doesn’t possess—
maintain open house hours not because we if Taylor were actually so deficient. Everyone
distrust ourselves, but because we’re trying is perfectly free to make friends outside
to cultivate a habit of purity that will last their floor or wing, or with people of the opbeyond our time here. These rules help pre- posite gender. Unfortunately, there is only
serve the integrity of the community as a so much the school can do to build our sowhole, while preparing the character of the cial lives for us. If you don’t like the people
individual for life. We seek to become excel- where you live, search somewhere else on
lent by habit.
campus. But we can’t blame the system for
To those who claim, “Without being able not making our friends for us.
to make mistakes, I may not be able to learn
True wisdom is not about
from them,” I would say you misunderstand
the nature of wisdom. True wisdom is not
learning from mistakes.
about learning from mistakes. Learning
Learning from mistakes is
from mistakes is what children and aniwhat children and animals
mals do—they only change from self-centeredness after feeling pain. True wisdom is
do—they only change from selfabout learning from others who have come
centeredness after feeling pain.
before us; it’s about choosing to live rightly
True wisdom is about learning
despite never having felt the consequences.
This kind of wisdom is created by faith and
from others who have come
signals the birth of maturity.
before us; it’s about choosing
In this community, there are many opporto live rightly despite never
tunities to learn to be wise in this way. The
rules are helpful in giving us guidance for
having felt the consequences.
wisdom, but the residence halls are where
Taylor really shines. It’s easy to complain
Of course, there’s always the disclaimer:
about how inwardly focused our floors and No community is perfect. Taylor is not an
wings are, but in reality the system is inge- exception. It isn’t paradise and it isn’t utonious. The friendships we build together are pia. But it is a real community filled with
founded in authenticity; constantly living real people with real problems. It’s a place to
with your friends has a way of exposing us— grow into men and women of God alongside
even the messy parts. There is “real life” be- other Christians who fail just as much as we
ing done together here, and it all revolves do. Taylor is a messy community searching
around the real relationships we make. We for God—and it’s brilliant.

Last week, the opinions section ran an article claiming that having too many rules at
Taylor (as opposed to “limited freedom”—I’m still trying to figure out how
that’s different) keeps us from being ready
for life in the “real world.” I’ve heard this
phrase in reference to a variety of situations,
and it always leaves me with a question:
What is this real world you speak of ?
I want to say one thing, in case it was
unclear: There does, in fact, exist a place
called Taylor University, and it’s in Indiana,
not Oz. The things you do here happen in
real life, too.
How does having rules against drinking
(the only example cited in last week’s article) keep us from learning to be real world
adults? Even though I’ve never had more
than a sip of alcohol, I don’t feel unprepared
to find a job or a place to live. I’m not even
afraid to talk to people who do drink, and
not just when I’m condemning them for
their Bohemian ways.

This is eminently false. Christian
life is real because it deals with
truth. Problems in the Christian
community don’t come from
trying to provide a healthy place
to live and grow; they come from
people who are close-minded or
unwilling to commit themselves.
There are some of both at Taylor,
but there are no rules keeping
us from changing for the better.
I think most Taylor students understand
the difference between drinking responsibly
and drinking to excess. What some students
don’t seem to understand is that the Taylor
community, for the sake of the community, has decided we should not drink. What’s
wrong with that?
The “Christian bubble” is restrictive only
if we make it so, and that has little to do with
rules. It has more to do with attitude. We’re
supposed to have a lifestyle different from
the rest of the world, but apparently this
is a problem because upholding the naïve
“Christian bubble” is just exposing us as food
for the big, scary monster that is real life,
and it’s waiting to devour us as soon as we
cross the boundary that extends in a radius
from the Bell Tower.
This is eminently false. Christian life is
real because it deals with truth. Problems
in the Christian community don’t come
from trying to provide a healthy place to
live and grow; they come from people who
are close-minded or unwilling to commit
themselves. There are some of both at Taylor, but there are no rules keeping us from
changing for the better.
Rules don’t stop us from reaching out to
our neighbors in Upland. Rules don’t keep
us from discussing hard subjects. And rules
don’t prevent us from engaging with those
who have had different life experiences
than us.
True, we learn from mistakes, but there is
a lot more to growing than just experimenting with prohibited things. Responsibility
comes from trying and failing in all areas—
work, school, relationships, leadership. The
world, including Taylor, is full of opportunities to make mistakes and learn from them.
Prohibited substances are just one piece of
it, and honestly, I’m willing to learn from
others’ mistakes in this area.
If we really are emulating Christ, we don’t
need to worry about not engaging with the
real world. We’re under orders to do so.
This process doesn’t start with complaining about rules; it starts with asking questions, serving others and living and growing
where we are. It starts with not fearing
boundaries, but working within them. It
starts with discussion between students,
professors, speakers and all the other people out there in the world.
And remember, keep it real.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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“If our indoor results are any indication of
how outdoors is going to go, I’m really excited
for outdoors.”
Women’s track finishes third at DePauw,
Men’s track grabs first
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Women’s basketball ends season
with loss against Huntington
Elizabeth Luke
Contributor

The fourth-seeded Lady Trojans lost against
fifth-seeded Huntington Tuesday night in a
hard-fought battle to open the Crossroads
League Conference Tournament.
The Trojans entered the opening round
with confidence after their dominating victory over the Foresters (67-41) the week before, but the Foresters clenched the 70-65
victory in the end, putting an unexpected
finish to the Lady Trojans’ season.
Taylor knew what to expect from Huntington after splitting two regular season
games against them.
“(Sarah Miller-Jennings) was our main
concern,” said head coach Tena Krause.
“She is a quick player, and brings energy
to their team. She is their motor. She goes,
then they all go.”
A three-senior powerhouse led the Trojans as Erika Redweik dominated the court

with 20 points, and Tess Rudolph contributed 11 points and four assists. Erin Guarneri pulled out her eighth double-double of
the season with 11 points and 10 rebounds.
The Trojans tore down 36 rebounds overall
compared to the Foresters’ 26.
Three minutes in, starting forward junior
Shayna Wood was taken out of the game
with an knee injury.
“Obviously when someone goes down, it
has an emotional impact on your team, but
I thought our other post players would step
it up,” Krause said. “We just don’t have the
depth in the post right now that we need to
have. With Shayna (Wood) going out and
(junior) Becca (Daniels) coming in, they
were fully prepared to defend Becca after
her 19 points against them last week.”
As predicted, the two teams were an excellent matchup as the halftime score was
32-32. Both teams shot an identical 12 of 28
shots from the floor.
The rivaling teams traded the lead

THE WATERBOY

throughout the second half. Within the last
four minutes, Guarneri and Daniels racked
up their fourth foul each. Redweik came
through with back-to-back clutch shots, gaining on the Foresters with a 62-63 game and
2:30 to spare. The Foresters sunk a 3-pointer
by Greene, forcing a three point lead in the
last minute, followed by two free throws on
the next possession to claim the game.
As Krause reflects on their late-game philosophy, she said, “If you are talking about
specifically the last play when we’re down
by three, we needed a 3-point shot. The play
was for a three pointer, but we just did not
follow through.”
Krause said the main difference between
Taylor and Huntington is the energy that the
Foresters brought.
Guarneri reflected on her last season in
a Taylor uniform.
“We learned how to fight this season,” she
said. “We started very strong, but then had
a rough few weeks during January that we

were able to bounce back from during the
last round of conference. I think our hard
work really showed during that time. I just
wish it could have prevailed a little longer.”
Although the seniors did not expect their
season to be brought to an abrupt halt, they
and the team overall still have many accomplishments to be proud of. They finished
their season with a 21-9 record and two seniors (Guarneri and Redweik) accomplishing all-conference team honors. These two
seniors, along with Rudolph, have all had
outstanding careers, each entering and exceeding the 1,000 point mark.
“The three seniors have started their
whole career, and have fought hard for the
success of the program,” Krause said. “They
are good people, but tonight was just not
their night. It was a tough loss for them to
lose at home, but these three seniors have
contributed an awful lot to our program.”

This is not a column titled after the 1998
comedy with Adam Sandler. It’s a place to
take a break from the action, step over to
the bench and let me refresh you with a cold
cup of sports knowledge. Every other week,
I’ll give a response to the professional and
college sports world’s latest controversy.

Flunk Contest 2013
Jeff Yoder

Sports Co-Editor
Year after year, the Sprite Slam Dunk Contest reaches a new low. Last Saturday was no
different. I nearly turned off my television if
it hadn’t been for Terrence Ross resurrecting the entire night. The Toronto rookie won
the contest with 58 percent of the votes in
the final round against Utah forward Jeremy Evans.
The other four competitors—Eric Bledsoe, Gerald Green, James “Flight” White and
Kenneth Faried—were all good for about
one entertaining dunk before grabbing
some pine for the rest of the night.
For Ross, none of his dunks will go down
in history, but he did respectably enough
to take home some hardware. He put down
four dunks on eight attempts, but he completed a better percentage of dunks than the
rest of the field.
A big reason for the declining interest in the
dunk contest is the disturbing fact that all six
dunkers shot (or dunked) 29.2 percent on the
night (15-for-51). Ross and Evans accounted for
more than half (eight) of those makes.

It’s been a sad
realization that
the league’s
biggest stars
have become “too
good” for the
dunk contest.

Top Left: Junior Becca Daniels fights
through two Huntington defenders.
Top Right: Junior Kelsey Bryant hits the
floor as she watches the ball.
Bottom Left: Head coach Tena Krause addresses the team during a timeout.
Middle: Captains (Tess Rudolph and Erin Guarneri)
meet at half court before the start of the game.
Bottom Right: Senior Erin Guarneri spots up for a jumper.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Women’s track finishes third at
DePauw, men’s track grabs first
Nick Van Heest
Sports Writer

The Taylor track and field teams concluded
the indoor season with a flourish in the DePauw Classic on Saturday. The men’s team
won seven events on its way to a first place
finish, while the women’s team claimed
three victories to place third.
“We won quite a few events, but I was
really pleased with how many personal records we set, almost 40 total,” said Head
Coach Ted Bowers. “If our indoor results
are any indication of how outdoors is going to go, I’m really excited for outdoors.”
“We have been so blessed with the copious amount of talent we have on the team
this year,” said senior Robert Dickey. “Not
only do we have fantastic athletes at almost
each event, but we have talent that follows
in each event, which is huge when adding

up the scoring for final results.”
“Everyone showed up, especially our
distance squad,” senior Cerio Rolle added.
“Everyone on the distance squad had a personal or season’s best time.”
Sophomore Kenny Higgins and freshman
Brandan Wilchcombe led the men’s team
with two wins apiece. Higgins claimed the
shot put with a toss of 14.34 meters and the
weight throw with a heave of 16.52 meters.
Wilchcombe blazed to victory in the 60
meter hurdles in 8.28 seconds, just .06 seconds faster than junior Luke Currens. Sophomore Gage Minniear took third to round
out an event sweep for the Trojans. Wilchcombe also took first in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 22.58.
Dickey contributed a victory by soaring
12.98 meters in the triple jump.
“The keys to winning the triple jump were
as simple as coming to the meet focused

and determined to get the job done,” Dickey said. “Triple jump requires a disciplined
performance of good technique in order to
do well at it.”
Sophomore Ethan Evans won the 5,000
meters in 15:33.38, while Rolle claimed the
800 in 1:58.51.
“The key to winning was patience, timing and trying to temper my finish to avoid
aggravating an injury that sidelined me the
previous week,” Rolle said.
Taylor freshmen Katie DeHaan and Jane
Hawks led the women’s team with wins in the
400 and 1,000 meters. DeHaan out-legged the
field in the 400 with a time of 1:00.18, while
Hawks prevailed in the 1,000 in 3:09.24.
DeHaan joined senior Emily Pershbacher, junior Erin Price and sophomore Kehlay
Dunah on the first place 4x400 relay, which
won in 4:12.80.
Sophomore Jenna Norris finished fourth

in the 800 meters, but her time of 2:21.25
broke the Taylor record.
The next event for the Trojans is the NAIA
Indoor Championship, beginning Feb. 28 in
Geneva, Ohio.
For the men’s team, Higgins will compete
in the weight throw, Wilchcombe and Currens will compete in the 60 meter hurdles
and Wilchcombe will run the 60 meter dash.
On the women’s side, senior Henrietta Carey will run the 60 meter dash, while eight
Trojans will compete on the 4x800 and distance medley relay teams.
Although only a few athletes qualified for
the NAIA Indoor Championship, the rest of
the team has been supportive.
“As a team, we’re continuing to work hard
to push those who have qualified,” senior Ali
Swart said. “We’re staying motivated and
continuing to push our limits, so we’re ready
to go come outdoor season.”

James “Flight” White spent a good three
minutes running sprints as he was trying to
pull off a free-throw line jam. Charles Barkley quickly commented on how tired White
looked from his lack of playing time with the
Knicks—negative comment number one on
the night for Sir Charles. White attempted
six dunks in that turn and completed zero.
After promising a victory, White told
reporters before the contest that he had
planned to dunk from the top of the key if he
had made it to the final round. I’d be happy
just to see that on YouTube, which is where
White performs best anyway.
The Pacers’ Gerald Green cut the net off
in his second dunk to try putting the ball
through the rim, catching it and dunking it
again in one jump. He missed on 10 consecutive attempts, but it felt like 20, since each
attempt was technically two dunks.
Jeremy Evans, last year’s winner, repeated
his two-ball dunk from last year after dunking over a painting of himself dunking over
a painting. How cute.
Ross’s efficiency won him the contest,
but his final two dunks used creativity that
wasn’t overly obnoxious. Take notes for next
year, Jeremy Evans.
Ross brought the dunk contest back to
what it should be—athletic guys showcasing
their athleticism, not NBA artists jumping
over easels they painted in their free time or
bought with their overpaid salary.
Ross donned a retro Vince Carter jersey
for his third dunk as he caught and finished
a 360 off the side of the backboard. For the
last dunk, he performed a between-the-legs
throw-down over a ball boy who was later
revealed as Michael Costolo, the son of Twitter CEO Dick Costolo.
You may be wondering where guys like Terrence Ross, Jeremy Evans and James White
even came from. You’re not alone. It’s been a
sad realization that the league’s biggest stars
have become “too good” for the dunk contest.
LeBron James has said he will never dunk
in the dunk contest, despite being the most
athletic basketball player on the planet. I even
wish guys like Blake Griffin and Dwight Howard would have competed more than once.
I want to see LeBron throwing down
dunks rather than slamming drinks on the
sideline laced in some ridiculous Hollywood garb that no one from the Midwest
will ever understand. ESPN analyst Skip Bayless tweeted his displeasure throughout the
weekend that if Michael Jordan can compete in a dunk contest, and win two (’87 and
’88), then LeBron should too.
Save the dunk contest, LeBron.
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Crossroads League

Taylor

Bethel

Goshen

Grace

Huntington

Indiana
Wesleyan

Marian

Mount Vernon
Nazarene

Spring Arbor

St. Francis

Men’s
Basketball

5th
20-11 (11-7)
Advanced

3rd
22-9 (12-6)
Advanced

10th
8-21 (1-17)
Eliminated

2nd
21-9 (13-5)
Eliminated

8th
17-14 (7-11)
Advanced

1st
25-6 (14-4)
Eliminated

7th
17-12 (8-10)
Advanced

9th
11-19 (3-15)
Eliminated

5th
21-10 (11-7)
Eliminated

6th
18-13 (10-8)
Eliminated

Women’s
Basketball

4th

3rd

10th

5th

6th

1st

7th

8th

9th

2nd

21-10 (10-8)
Eliminated

25-6 (14-4)
Advanced

3-27 (1-17)
Eliminated

18-13 (9-9)
Eliminated

18-12 (9-9)
Advanced

29-2 (16-2)
Advanced

16-14 (6-12)
Eliminated

8-22 (5-13)
Eliminated

10-20 (4-14)
Eliminated

28-3 (16-2)
Advanced
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MEN’S BASKETBALL ADVANCES
TO THE SECOND ROUND
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PREVIEW
Men’s Basketball
(20-11, 11-7)
Schedule

02/23 vs Huntington 3 p.m. (Crossroads
League Semifinals)
02/26 Crossroads League Finals TBA

Baseball (1-1, 0-0)
Schedule

Men’s basketball upsets Spring Arbor in the first round
Bryce Marsee

T

Contributor

he No. 5 Taylor men’s basketball
team opened the Crossroads
League Tournament with a 7062 win over No. 4 seed Spring
Arbor Wednesday night. The
senior trio of Nate Kasper, Tommy Peller
and Casey Coons was too much for the Cougars as the three combined for 65 of the Trojans’ 70 points.
Kasper led the Trojan offense in the first
half, scoring 18 of his game-high 26 points in
the first 20 minutes of regulation. The center also recorded four rebounds and a block
before the intermission.
“We knew we had an advantage in the
post,” said head coach Paul Patterson. “We
did a good job of finding Kasper down low,
which really helped our team out.”
Spring Arbor had no answer for Kasper

I think this game
really helped
us get our legs
underneath of us.

in the first six minutes of the game as the
senior scored eight of the Trojans’ first 10
points. The Cougars, however, managed to
keep pace with the Trojans, thanks to a hot
hand by Rob Hogans.
Down three with 7:14 remaining in the
—Paul Patterson
half, Taylor sparked an 11-2 run, capped off
with a 3-pointer by Peller, which put them in with 1:13 remaining in the game.
the driver’s seat the remainder of the game
Taylor maintained their lead, thanks to
as Spring Arbor could not regain a lead.
66.7 percent shooting (12-of-18) in the secComing out of the half with a 33-30 lead, ond half, while holding Spring Arbor to just
the Trojans went to Peller and Coons for 30 percent (9-of-30).
scoring. After being held to two first-half
Scoring 22 of the 65 points, Peller also pulled
points, Coons found his shot, scoring 15 down seven rebounds while dishing out seven
points on a perfect 4-of-4 from the floor (3- assists. Kasper recorded a team-high eight
of-3 from 3-point line) and knocking down rebounds to go along with one block.
all four of his second-half free throws.
With the win, Taylor moves to 20-11 on
Spring Arbor didn’t go down quietly. the season and is just one win shy from their
Down 32-38, the Cougars put together a 12-6 most wins in seven years.
run to tie the game at 44 apiece. The Trojans
Taylor will play in the Crossroads League
responded on a 22-12 run over the next sev- semifinals on Saturday when they host
en and a half minutes to take a 66-56 lead No. 8 seed Huntington at Odle Arena. The

#1 INDIANA WESLEYAN
#8 HUNTINGTON

Foresters upset the top-seeded Indiana Wesleyan 81-69 Wednesday night. Tip-off for the
game is scheduled for 3:00 p.m.
“I think this game really helped us get our
legs underneath of us,” Patterson said. “But
we know that Huntington is going to be fired
up, so we will have to play well.”
The Trojans split with the Foresters in
the teams’ two regular season games. Taylor defeated Huntington 70-44 inside Odle
Arena on Jan. 12 but fell to the Foresters on
the road 59-63 on Feb. 9.
Left: Junior Ben Raichel puts up an uncontested shot against the Cougars.
Top Right: Senior Tommy Peller pulls up for a jumper against
the Spring Arbor defender.
Bottom Right: Peller is tightly guarded by
a Spring Arbor defender on the perimeter.
Photographs by Timothy P. Riethmiller

CROSSROADS LEAGUE MEN’S
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 2013

02/22 @ Bryan College (DH) 4 p.m.
02/23 @ Bryan College (DH) 12 p.m.
03/01 vs Judson (DH) 1 p.m.
03/02 vs Judson (DH) 1 p.m.
03/06 vs Defiance College (DH) 3:30 p.m.
03/08 @ Indiana University Southeast (DH) 2 p.m.
03/09 vs Holy Cross College (DH) 1 p.m.
03/13 @ Manchester College (DH) 3 p.m.
03/16 @ Cornerstone University (DH) 1 p.m.
03/19 vs Goshen (DH) 2 p.m.
*(DH) - Double Header

Softball (1-3, 0-0)
Schedule

02/23 @ Brescia (DH) 1 p.m.
03/01 @ Tennessee Wesleyan (DH) 3 p.m.
03/02 @ Tennessee Wesleyan 10 a.m.
03/02 vs Trevecca Nazarene (Athens, Tenn.) 12 p.m.
03/06 @ Indiana Tech (DH) 3 p.m.
03/09 vs Rose-Hulman (DH) 1 p.m.
03/12 vs Calumet College (DH) 3 p.m.
03/15 vs Franklin College (DH) 5 p.m.
03/16 vs Trinity International (DH) 1 p.m.
03/23 @ Point University (DH) 11 a.m.
*(DH) - Double Header

Track and Field
Schedule

02/28 NAIA National Indoor Championships
03/23 Rhodes College Invitational
03/29 Emory University Classic
04/06 Taylor Classic
04/12 Indiana Intercollegiate Championships
04/20 Manchester Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championships
05/04 Taylor Invitational
05/10 Dr. Keeler Invitational
05/23-25 NAIA National Outdoor Championships

#8 HUNTINGTON
#4 SPRING ARBOR

SEMIFINALS 3:00pm
Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013

#5 TAYLOR
#5 TAYLOR

CHAMPIONSHIP 7:00pm
Tuesday, Feb. 26, 2013

#2 GRACE

TOURNAMENT CHAMPION

#7 MARION
#7 MARION
#3 BETHEL

SEMIFINALS 3:00pm
Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013

#3 BETHEL
#6 SAINT FRANCIS

Softball opens season against
tough competition
Will Fairfax
Sports Writer

The softball team dropped three out of four
games at the Martin Methodist Tournament in Pulaski, Tenn. It was a tough opening weekend for Taylor as they had to face
three teams who received votes in the national polls and the other is No. 15 Lindsey
Wilson College.
The Trojans suffered back-to-back 8-0
loses against Martin Methodist and Lindsey Wilson on Friday. Taylor didn’t score a
run that day and was held to three hits in
two games.
Junior Emily Tweedy was the only Trojan
to get a hit in the first contest, while Tweedy
and senior Holly Tomaszewski each got a
hit in the second game. Lindsey Wilson has
won five straight games to open the season
scoring 48 runs in the process.
“I think sometimes when you play really
good teams you get more timid and that’s
what we did, especially the first day out”
said head coach Brad Bowser. “We just got
to learn that we’ve got to be bold and go get
it done day in and day out and not worry
about who were playing or how good they
are or to let our nerves get the best of us.”
Tweedy agreed, saying that her team was
anxious to play their first game since last fall.
“Friday was our very first game outside
since October,” Tweedy said. “It was a rough
start, and I think that some of us were very
timid and a little bit anxious to play since
it was the very first game of the season. We
just had a hard time waiting for a pitch that
we wanted to hit. We also watched too many
pitches go by instead of just being aggressive and hitting the ball.”
Taylor turned things around on Saturday
as they got their first victory of the season
against Campbellsville 5-4.
The Trojans offense got going with 10 hits,

led by Tweedy who went 2-3, scoring one
run. Freshman Erin Tice also went 2-3, scoring two runs.
Freshman Ashley Miller picked up her
first victory in a Trojan uniform, pitching a
complete game and giving up just four runs.
In the final game against Georgetown, the
Trojans took another hard loss. They were
down 6-1 with the bases loaded in the top
of the 7th but were only able to score one
run and fell 6-2.
Junior Karon Earley had an excellent
game, going 2-3 including her first home
run of the season. She had five last season.
Bowser was proud of his team’s performance on Saturday, especially against such
strong competition.
“They’re all going to be competing to be in
the national tournament this year and so for us
we wanted to go compete,” Bowser said. “The
girls … were way too timid on Friday. They

came out and were a lot more aggressive on
Saturday and did a great job. I was impressed
by the way we showed up on Saturday.”
Tweedy said that despite the setback,
her team learned a lot and could be a special team.
“We can definitely be that next ‘great
team,’ but it all comes back to attacking the
ball, living in freedom, and being confident
in our abilities,” Tweedy said. “We have a very
solid lineup, as well as a very talented team.”
Bowser said that at the end of the day, his
team just needs to go out and play.
“I think the biggest takeaway for us is
we’ve got to be aggressive, we’ve got to attack the ball, we’ve got to play with more
freedom,” he said. “We’ve got to quit thinking about every little thing that goes on and
just go out and play.”
Taylor will head south again tomorrow
to face Brescia in Owensboro, Ky.
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Senior Holly Tomaszewski delivers pitch to junior catcher Emily Tweedy.

Athlete of the Week

JENNA NORRIS
Year

Sophomore

Hometown

Swayzee, IN

Nickname

Snorris

Role Model

My dad

Dream Job

Dessert critic

Best basketball memory

Our traditions the night before a meet in
Sarah Neideck’s room

Favorie Book

“Pigeon Wants a Puppy”
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